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ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTiON
AGENCY

4OCFR Partl9Q

(OPP1’S-421348; FRI.4050-4j

Am 2070-AC21

Multi-Substance Rule for tin Testingof
Neurotoxicity

AGENCY: EnvironmentalProtection
Agency(EPA).
ACTION: Finalrule.

SUMMARY: EPA is issuinga final nile,
under section4 of theToxic Substances
ControlAct (TSGA), requiring
manufacturersendprocessorsof 10
substancesto conducttestingfor
neurotoxicity.The10 substancesare
acetone(GAS No.67—64—i), technical
graden-amylacetate(GAS No. 628—63—
7),1-butanol(GAS No. 71—36—3),~
butyl acetate(GAS No. 123—86—41,
diethyl ether (GAS No. 60—29—7),2-
ethoxyethanol(GAS No. 110—80—5).
ethyl acetate(GAS No. 141—78—6).
isobutylalcohol (GAS No. 78—83—1),
methylIsobutylkatons(GASNo. 108-
10-1),andtetraiiydrofuran(GAS No.
109-99—9).Thesesubstancesarerelated
in that all arevolatile solventswith high
productionvolumes,oaaipational
exposure,presencein and/orreleaseto
the environment,and,with the
exceptionof 2-ethoxyethanol,ceaaimr
exposure.Thisrulerequirescognitive
functionandnestinglevel testslet
neurotoxicily.
Dna;This ruleshallbecomeeffective
on September9. 1993. In accordance
with40 CFR23.5,this ruleshallbe
promulgatedfor purposesof Judicial
review at 1 p.m.easterndsyIlgtt time
on August10,1993.
F0~FURTHER IWOflIATION COWYACU
Susan0. Ifazen,Director,.
EnvironmentalAssistanceDivision (IS-
~ office of Pollution Preventionand
Toxics,Rio.E-543B,401 M St.. SW.,
Washington.DC 20460,(202)554—1404,
TDD (202)554—0551.
SUPPUMENTARYPlF0~ATION:
ElectronicAvallabthty Thisdocument
isavailable asan electronicfile on The
FederalBulletin Boardit 9 an. on the
date of publicationInS. Federal
Register.By modemdIal 202—512—1387
or call 202—512—1530for disksor paper
copies.This file IsavailableIn
Postsalpt.Wordperfect5%1 andASOL

EPAIs issuinga final testnile under
section4(a) of TSCAto obtain
nmirotScitydatafor tenvolatile
substancesthathavesubstantial
production,Swhlch thenIsor maybe
substantialhumansxpoeun.andfoe

which dat.on neurotoxicityare

Insaffidant

I. Introduction

A. TestRule DevelopmentUnderTSCA
This final rule is part ofthe overall

implementationofsection4 of TSCA,
15 U.S.C. 2603,which contains
authorityforEPAto requirethe
developmentof datarelevantto
assessingtherisk to healthandthe
environmentpo~edby exposureto
particularchemicalsubstancesa
mixtures(hereafter“substances”).

Undersection4(a) of TSCA. EPA
mustrequiretestingof a chentical
substanceto develophealthor
environmentaldataif theAdministrator
makescertainfindinp asdescribedIn
TSCA undersection4(afll)(A) or (B).
Detaileddiscussionsof thestatutory
section4 findingsareprovidedIn EPA’s
first andsecondproposedtestrules,
whichwerepublished1~theFedeni
Registerof July 18,1960(45FR48510)
andJune5, 1981 (46 FR 30300).
Additional discussionof theTSCA
section4(aKl 118)finding canbefound
in theFederalRegisternoticewhich
articulatesthecriteriaEPAusesfor
makingthat finding(58 FR28730.May
24, 19931.
B. Background

On March4, 1991 (56 FR9105),EPA
proposeda multi- substanceten S. to
test10 substancesfor a single
toxicologicalendpoint,netsrotoxlcfty.
EPA believesthatavailabledataa the
neurotoxiceffectsof manychemicalsIn
commerce,to whichmiLUasof
Americansareexposed.areInsufficient
toevabtatshumanhealthrisk andIs
Initiatingthis programto tat someof
them.ThisapproachIs supportedby.
recentstudyby the office ofTs4~nlagy
Assessment(OTA) on thehealththreat
from neurotoxicchemicals(Ref. 4*3.
TheOTA studyslatedthat little S
knownaboutthepotentiallyadverse
effectsof thousandsof thsI.~k 5~
nervoussystembecaus.a~~—s.1’~s
researchandtesting.Althot~S~Abee
previouslyrequiredneurotwddty
testingaspartof comprehensivetat
programsof Individual substances.EPA
lntendsthisruletobetha&dlna
seriesof actionsto obtaindate.J.ly on
neurotoxicity.

Organicsolventsweretagetedfor the
first neurotoxlcityendpoitrula
because.assgroup, theyan
withneurologiSeffects.ThenSwide
concernaboutarangeof 1~jaittsHy
adverseneurologicalconsequencesof
short-termandlong-termexposureto
organicsolvents.Thehuman syndrome
may Includefatigue.difficulty In

concentration,personalityandmood
changes.performancedeficits,
neurologicalsigns,andneurological
damage.

Organicsolventswere alsotargeted
for thefirst neurotoxicityendpointru
becausethey includemanyhigh
exposuresubstances(ReL 47), By
selectingthoseorganicsolventswith
high exposure,the limited resourcea
availablefor testingwill be focusedor
a few substanceswith widespreaduse
andhumanexposure,insteadof
requiringEPAto considerthewhole
universeof organicso’ventslot testint
Eachsolventin this rulewasselected
S testingconsiderationbecauseIt ha
a highproductionvolume,highvapor
pressure,widespreadusein the
workplace,and,with theexceptionof

~thoxyethanol. widespreaduseby
consumers.ERt~beRevesthese
characteristicsassurethat manypeopl
arelikely to haveacuteand/orchronk
exposureto thesesubstances,A more
detaileddescriptionof how exposure
criteriawereusedto selectthe 10
candidatesolventsfor testingcanbe
found lathepreambleto theproposed
testrule (58 FR9105—9108.March 4,
1992).The10 solventsfor which teaS
wu proposedareacetone,n—emyl
acetate,1-butanol,n-butyl acetate,
diethylether.2~ethoxyethanoI.ethyl
acetate,isobutyl alcohol,methyl
isobutylketone,andtetrahydrofuran.

EPAproposedthat four neurotoxicit
tefl beconductedwith eachsolvent
Thesetestsarethefunctional
observationalbattery,motoractivity,
neuropathology,andschedule-
controlledoperantbehavior.Thesetest
will examineneurobehavioralfunction
inanimalsexposedby inhalationanâ
will notonlyscreenfor certain
neurotoxiceffectsof eachsolvent,but
will alsoindicatetherelativesafetyof
thetestedsolventsfor thisendpoint
EPAdoesnotconsiderthistestprugren
to bethemostcomprehensiveprogram
possible.but tithesto be a stsfl it
addressinga corn piox and long-
neglectedissue.The teangin this ruls
therefore,should not be viewedas a
d~duniversaltemplatefor all future
testrulesof solvents.Otherted
programshave beensu~estedIn the
pastto examinesolvent effects.A tais
workshopco-sponsoredby
representativesfrom Industry,
academia,andgovernment(Rat.55)
ysoonimendedbettanesof
narobehavioral..lectrophysiologlS.
andneuropathologicaltestsIn rodents
a primatesexposedto solventsforuj
to severalyears.

EPA’. efforts to obtain data to addres
Its concernfor the oeunoxldtyof
çeahcsolventsdatabeckover10

‘)‘ ,_:i ~‘
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years to a proposed test rule (45 F~
48524,July 18,1980)which discussed
EPA’s concernsfor the neurotoxic
effects of chioromethane inadults after
chronic exposure and on offspring
exposed in utero, and concerns related
to abuse Uability. All of theseconcerns
are considered to be generally relevant
to solvents as a cleat This rule
addresses only the first of these three
concerns, and in a limited way. It will
utilize relatively shon-term (90—day)
exposures asa sunogatafor chronic
exposures. It requires testing in adult
rodents only. Further, it requires only a
single test of complex neurobehavioral
function. sChedule-controlled operant
behavior (SCOB). The SCOB evaluates
the effect on performance of a complex
task, which is dependent on memory

and Learning. By way of contrast. a
much more extensive battery wee
proposed at the solventworkshop (Rat
551, which included: sensory andmotor
electrophysiol~j;delayed rnairhing.to.
sample (a test of short term memory);’
repeated acquisition (a teat of learning);
cued reaction time, including a
correlativa electrophysiological mxiitor
a vigilance and tracking tuk~end
psychomotor tests Thus, EPA S
requiring a very modest testing piogrea
in this area in comparison to the
scientifically acknowledged diversity of
thepcawfil neurotnic sits S
concert.

In evaluating the testing needs tar
thee. substancee, EPA considered the
availablepublished and unpublished
information on disuse, prodlLthm

volume,vapor paseure,occupational
and consumernpoeun, presence in
andrelaes.totheeovfronmen~~d
neurotoxicity to animals and humans
(56 FR 9106—0110, March 4, IQOI).
From its evahiation of these data, EPA
proposed specific neurotuxicity testing
for thesesuhatancee under TSCA
section 4(e)(tflB). In addition. EPA
consideredavailable information on
whether these substance. n~ypresent
an unreasonable risk of injury to health
and ass consequence EPA alt
proptsedneurothxiclty testing for six of
thesubstances under ISCA ntiS
4(aX1XA).

After reWewing the public comments
submitted Is response to the proposed
rule, EPA Is requiringneurotoidoty
t.1

4
..gS the following 10substances:

Sn ~8 Na oosstNa

.. ~ ‘-‘—“-~.. ---‘.——.-.— 51-84-1 421348142135*
n~em)Isemte. Ssdmics wade ~ -. 029-43-7 42I348/42I~
I -bi~d - — —.~..--...... ....,.... 71-30-3

t~-IS-4
60—29—7

110.40-5 ‘

421348(42131*
421348142138*
421 34014213M
42134W42140*

frbutW sces ,.. ~.. ,. ....—. ....-...—-.—-

c%eth$ scsi’
.. ~ ~.

eth~iI,~4,I_ ,,.,.,,,,,,. ... .~.,,.. - ~___, %41-10-8
10-43-4

lOS-b-I
IX X 0

421348142141*
4213481421W
4V3481420170
421348M2143A

~ob~a~lalSs. , —.

— — ka .........._,-.. -.~ ~._..,.

tetrS~Sd’sa,,,..,,,., - .—..— ,_.._,

EPA will continue toevaluate the
need für this type of testing of
additional substances and may pursue
rulemaking on additional substi~nrnu
necessary to require suck testing. EPA
intendsto identify future candidates far
addition to this nile from its chemical
screening program, TSCA section8(8)
data, Premanufacture Notices, Structure-
Activity Relationship data. nnnilnst&a

05from other EPA programs, Intareqeocy
TestingCommittee (II’Q
recommendations, and other relevant
sour~.

The rng~1sMrytext dtbls nile Is Is
tabular Sm under 44) ~R 79t5050.
For future multl~suh.s~tcenilee, EPA Is
considering amending j 7904 050.
Hence,this and sitheequentaulti-
substance endpoint ruleswaild be
listed InAsiejie tabS, andall thetest
requirseas Qaelth, enviresunsti
chemical Ste.t) icr a —I~-. will
be In a sine). In.,s4n. EPA balm that
listing the test requirements for .11 the
imalu-atsan endpoint ruleS ~ one

• table wouldbe O...Jr-u~., Sp--uae
subjed W TSCA eaten 4 test it ad
will simplify ad aidIs ~
•monitoring and compllanct,

0. Public rn-a,..sa

EPA received comments oath.
proposed “Multi-substance Rule Tar the
letting of Neurotoidcity” (SSfl 9105.
March 4,1991)from the aemical
Mansi&vuers Association COLA) (Ret
3).Q.IA’. Mown. Panel (Rate. 4,5 and
88). Q&A’s Clycol Ethers Pane! (Ref. 6).
CiA’s KataissPanel(Rek 7 and I).
(2’LA’s (bin Process Panel (Rate, 0
throu~h12). theAmerl~Industrial
Health Council (MHQ (Ref. 1). the
Dlethyl EtherMasufecturers reek Group
(DEMTC) (Ret 13),BASV Gespiwaica
(BASF) (9.1. 2). The Dow QiadS
Company (Dow) (Ref. 14). DoPos (I~
15), Koàk (Ret 16). U,.~._sa (Ref. 171.
Rohm and lisa. (Ret 16k,USa Cerbids
(Ret 19), theInsigeocy Ta.Shi5
CommNs (fl’Q (Ref. 211,1kJ.Qewu
of the U.S.D.pmaa ci SeMi ad
HumanSr~ (Ret20),1k ft
McMIUanofthe tkdn..My ofAr~ia
(Ref. 22).Th~t Nat at’ Vedebth
University (~L25). adi~. ft (~ys
5t(~f.23)dftW.s(Rt24I
ofthe UnlndIyoft.r’~”.ThSs
sub’’—’’. ,wgaie.à both ‘—~

regarding th, proposed’nil. ant

additionaltidies for EPA to consider
before promalgsHng the final nile.
Thee. wnina.kp are Mdruesed In detail
below
A. General TestingPolicy Issues

cia (~t3) sulsatfted comments
which addressed givers! general testing
policy Issues, rSfirsIly, comments
r~ithngthean .1 endpoint vavue
comprabasSee test rules, theseleaion
alterts S detsnlnlng anditimI (or
tasting coSdas&xz, lbs pro-
nilemgsg lnkureSn gathering

adthea of a neailng
battery. flA baava that these
~—--‘. eddreesgnnl policy Sass
that extend beyond the scope of this
ru .A1&sn.& resoindas o(nh
gems1

I— Is largely within
EPA’SAL. Sk.~ —we addressed

The fTC (t.L 21)IndIcated Its suppost
for thena.l:S$ cia ultl-asbttana
endjoiS~vkIs r1 end
petinalSy w~ath. rule togas

t ~j*edchemi~)s a
withthe~ecieuedautoxlclty test
rtQAA (lstSf•--- ‘minted thattb.
multi-bubetsia endpoint test rule
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proposalwasan importantnew
initiative in the TSCA testing program
noting that, in the past. EPA
traditionally required in-depth testing of
multiple endpoints on a single
substancethat was time andresource
intensive for both EPA and industry.
CMA and Monsanto (Ref. 17) further
stated that the value of focused
endpoint ruleswill be lost if, at a later
date, EPA requires comprehensive
testing on a substancethat was subject
to anendpoint rule.

EPA doesnotbelievethet multi-
substanceendpointrulesshould be the
exclusivemeans for testing chemical
substances,nor thatendpoint rules
should alwaysfocussolelyon the
“endpoint of greatestconcern.” Multi-
substanceendpointrulesareonlyone
means by which EPA can require testing
to develop data onchemical substances
far which there are insufficient data or
experience upon which theeffectsof
manufucture, distribution in commerce,
processing,use,or disposalof such.
substanceon health or theenvironment
can reasonably be determinedor
predicted. EPA’s testing efforts are
intended to developinfonnation onany
en4pointsof concern.Without any, or
with only limited knowledgeabout a
specificendpoint. It cannotbe
detesminedwhether this endpoint Is the
“endpoint of greatest concern.”
Therefore, as scientific advances and
developmentsmay Indicate a cause for
concernin the future.EPA cannot.
consistentwith its statutory mandate.
state that testing of a substance will be
limited to a particular endpoint.

Furthermore, EPA does notbelieve
that future comprehensive tests of.
substancewould lessenthe valueof the
endpoint rule concept.“Endpoint”and
“comprehensive” testrules aretwo
valuable, but diff6rent, approaches to
developing data on chemical substances
that will not necessarily lead to
duplicative.testing requlrements~If data
generated wider an endpoint rule
adequately addresses the concerns
underlying the testing requirements.
there would be no justl&atlon for
further testing on the same endpoint—

evenif additional “comprehensive”
testing of thesame chemical substance
were later required. Under TSCA.
additional testing can be required only
wherean appropriate rationale S such
testing (including a “data insufficiency”
finding] can be provided.In addition.
data from endpoint testing mayallow
EPA to focus and tailor subsequent
testing so as to obtain more useful data
or, asIndicated above, to decide that no
additional data are necessary. For these
reasons, EPA continues to believe that
both types of rulemaking activities have

their place in the TSCA section 4
process.

CMA (Ref. 3) commentedthat
supportableaiteriaareneededin
selectingsubstancesfor an endpoint
rule to assure that the endpoint is a
priority concern for the substance and
not merely a datagap. CMA wasalso
concerned that, as future substances are
added to theendpoint rule. EPA provide
a clear justification for andan
opportunity to commentonthe
selection of substances for testing
consideration,

EPA agrees that supportable criteria
are needed for selection of substances as
candidates for tasting consideration, and
that once EPA has determined It will
require testing of certain substances —

including anyadditions to thisnile—
the public must have the opportunity to
commenton EPA’s proposed findings in
support of its testing decision. However,
in the context of this rulemaking. CiA’s
concernsregardingthechemical
selection process are addressed below.

In this rule, EPA hasidentified a class
of substances(organic solvents) that
demonstratea high potential to be
neuroto,dcagents,aswell as a high
potential for exposure. EPA notedIn the
proposed rule that then are scientific
data indicating that neurotoxicity isa
concernfor organic solventsasa class,
including substances which have
alreadybeen tested under TSCA section
4. While some of these scientific data
may not specifically relate to the
substances in this rule, taken as a
whole, the data form the basis for
evaluating the neurotoxicity of these
solvents. This issue is outlined in the
0Th report (Ref. 46). In addition, EPA.
believes that high production volume.
substantial human exposure, substantial
environmental release, and high
volatility as outlined In the proposed
rule are supportable criteria for selecting
the group of solvents in this final rule.
Therefore. EPA believes that there is
adequate support for the selection of
these substances for consideration for
neurotoxicity endpoint testing.

CIA (Ref. 3) expressed concern that
EPA relied too heavily on gross
Indicators of exposure in its chemical
selection process for the proposed nile.
These Indicators included size of
worker population, presence In.
consumer products, and total amount.
released into the environment. CIA
believes that more relevant Indicators
include frequency and duration of
workplace exposure, the use of
protective equipment and pns.
controls, ccnqentrations at which
exposure occurs, the levels at which the.
subject chemiaJs are preset in
consumer products, the llkellhoos~oI

relessduringuse of these products,
and the frequency with which they are
used. Accordingto CIA. these
exposure factors are important In the
chemical selection process because
studies indicate that neurotoxic effects
are a function of dose levels and
duration of exposure.

EPA believes that section 4 of TSCA
does not require EPA to use CIA’s
approach in selecting, from the entire
universeof substances currently in.
production, those substances which it
wishes to consider for testing under
section 4 of TSCA. In short, this level of
exposure information Is more
appropriate In a determination to
regulate the substances rather than s
decisionto require testing. In addition,
the types of data suggested by CIA to
evaluate exposure are not always
available to EPA, nor Is it always
feasible for EPA to ecquire them
independently. A complete assessment
of all exposure scenarios as suggested by
CIA would be very resource intensive,
and such costs are unjustified at this
stage in the process. This type of
exposure assessment is resource
intensive since specific industries.
processes. pnd work functions must be
identified and analyzed for exposure
potential; then monitoring studies must
be designed, performed. and analyzed
for each exposure scenario. Monitoring
studies, additionally, must be
conducted over a period of time that
will allow some assessment of the
variability in exposure concentrations
and worker activities (e.g., maintenana
activities, repair work), further adding
to the cost of the assessment. Similarly,
consumer exposure estimates require
that many consumerproducts
containing the substance in question be
Identified and the use patterns and
frequency be idénti fled, and expected
exposure concentrations and routes
estimated.

Although EPA agrees that more
detailed exposure Information Is
desirable and that neurotoxicity as well
as most other toxic responses are dose/
duration dependent, EPA believes that
the strategy It used In selecting these
substances. Mr testing consideration Is
valid. Whenever thsre isa large number
ofworkers Involved In the manufacture
and use elaubstances, It can readily be
sannsd that.scweexposure is likal~
and’ that emiler groups of the large
population will have exposures higher
than theavenge ass result of specific
ob functions, accidents, or poor work
P~7~isocIm ted that EPA relied

exclusivelyon exposure indlatort and
did not take Into account existing data
on neurotaxicity In Its chemical
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selection prm.a.. WA dIasgrnn.- EPAs
dieatfll ebsiian p.naS Mr this
endpoint nile bed two t.. The first
stage aeseesed potential exposure and
release, while the seu~zodstage
evaluated available neurotoxicity data.
Clearly, EPA took Into account existing
health effects studies, since the original
exposure and release assessment
Identified 14 substancesfor
consideration in the proposed rule.
Following evaluation of neurotoxicity
data for the 14 substances, EPA
datennined that four of these substances
were adequately tested for the types of
tests required l~ythis ruleand these
were removed from consideration.

CIA noted that existing28.- and 90—
day teats may provide lndicaton of
neurnkoiddty artS absence of
newotuxic potential even if thess
studiesdo not follow ainent TSCA
neiuototdty Ssldellnes. EPA agrees
with CIA that data from subchivnic
studies an provide suggestive evidence
that a sthflazce Isa neur’otoxicant;
howe,., the absence of an Indication of
rieurotoxicity ins studynot designed
specifica1l~to examine newotoxicity
provide at best only minimal
indication of the newtto,dcpotential of
a compound. EPA doss not believe that
this level of information is suffidsut to
obviate theneed to ~sider these
sul~aaafor testingon~TSCA
secton4.

CIA naked that in theproposed ruM
EPA Indicated that It wee notgoing to
rely on stnscture-aalvity reiatlooshi~
(SARI is selecting candidates aira
existing Information in this ares Is
9*VSS for solvents. 04* concurred
with a autioususe of SAR, but
indicated tAM judicious use of SAR with
exposure data andexisting atndies
provideusefultools forpnontiziag
substnnr~sfor neurotoxicity testing.
Because of unique aspects of the
nervous system. EPA believes that test
d~Ignis aitical in evaInsfing
substances for neurotoxic potential. EPA
fully understands the use of MR as one
of the tools available for prioritIzIng
substancu for testing. EPA chose not to
use MR data for selecting substances
for testing consideration for thisnil.
because the Information on organic
solvents was Insufficient for a valid MR
analysis

CIA (Ref. 3) expressed concern with
how the endpoint rule will relate to
other testing schemes such as the
Organization for Economic Cooperation
and Development (CEO) Screening
Information Data Set (SIDS) battery, and
lo prvvloirnevaluation, of testing needs
under TSCA. CIA believes that whon
exposure andproduction an the main
reasons for requiring testing ala

substan or class of substances, the
first step In testing should be the
condua ala SZDS battery which would
allow detannination of the most
appropriate teat In a more focused
endpoint nil..

EPA believes that there are a number
of approaches to selecting and testing
substances. However. ‘~~—“—àonof
these options is more appropriately
addressed in the context of EPA’s
ongoingreview of the role sassing
level testing and endpoint testIng
should play In the section 4 test
progrem as part of its development of an
avers It testing strategy. On. poesible
approach is useof the SOS battery or
other screeningstudiesasa first
examination of a substance followed by
use of the dat, generated to select
additional testing. The first 511)5 data
which became available in late 1992
will be Important in this evaluation. it
should be noted. however, that the 5105
battery does not explicitly address
neuroto~dcityand thus maynot be
useful to determine the need Mr seth
studS.

04* (Ret 3) and Monsanto (Ref. 17)
noted that wine ofthe mststances In the
proposed nile have had previousTSCA
testing activity; in perticular. the
evahation Of methyl Isobutyl ketone
(MIBX) was reputed to Congreee a
compUte undersection & 04* and
Monsanto requestedthat EPA pratt a
rationale for reopening rulemaking on
MIBK in the absenceof additional
scisutiüc data. EPA notes that MIB1C
testing w coatpie only in ‘~u~ to
the paviously csed upon testing
program. EPA.L .. ,~., had not
evafatsdthe need S neurotoxicity
testing at the time industry proposed Its
testing pn3~naaIn 1962. ThIs evaluation
was not done because EPA did. not have
guir4ai~a—Lwnsarotoxlcity testing
should it have dstsrmined that
neurotoxiaty testing we necessary.
More Importantly, as noted under Unit
lU of this pteeable, EPA believes that
evaluation of testing needs S a
chemical I, a progressive process which
a be usiluencad by emerrag scientific
and social concerns,therefore, It Is
unlikely that EPA could —, that
complete data are available on any
t

Ca LRL 3) noted that because the
endpoint nile was not Initiated by
desi~tionfrom the rrc, EPA did not
have theadvantag,of the ~p”’e and
health affs-t. stwlies that would have
been submitted under TSCA ~rtnna
8(a) and 8(4 CIA su~estadthat EPA
should publish lists otsubstances to Is
included In endpoint rules prior to
commit ngrewuna to nilesriaking In
order to obtain any unpublished data.

SiSierly. RoAn.and Man (Ref. lfl
stated that a sectIon 8(d) rul, is the m~
effective meansof oSaining
unpublished da perticutarty horn
sour~that mayad be aware of the
need for data because they are not
manufocturersoelmporten MS.
substance. Furthermore. Rohia and Hase
believes a modified section 8(d) rule,
which requires only submission of data
related to the eodpoint and does not
have a 10—year reporting requirement,
would be effective ift providing EPA
with the data necessesy to assure that
duplicative testing Is not required.

EPA .~t with the menuSctururs
that review of all reasonably available
in1wmstioa, including unpublished
studies, Is~neceasaryprior to
promulgating a final rule. Although
publishing a section 8(d) rul,would
result in submission of unpublished
studies, publication of a proposed test
rule requesting comments also results in
thesubmission ofunpublished studies
and other relevant infonnation. As
indicated during the public meeting and.
by th. submission of studies during the
public comment period, publication of
thepurposed multi-substance
neurotoxicity testing nile was e~tin
in oblalning unpublished studies. EPA
has the opportunity to review these
studies and make any appropriate
changes in the final rule. EPA also
believes that the Individuals who have
data which would be submitted under
sectlon 8(d)an likely to be the same as
those impected by the rule. and thus
theywould submit any data that would
meet the data needs of the rule during
the aimnisot period. In addition, since
a section 8(d) nile wee not promulgated,
the need tosubait data disappears after
the final rule Spromulgated. which
addresses the conceits expressed by
Rohm and Heat regarding the 10—yew
reporting requirement (Ref. 18).

B. Scc&n 41’o%l XB1 Finding
In addition to commentson general

testing policy issue., EPA received
comments regarding its propoeed
findings In support of the neurotoxicity
testing required by this nile. Thea
comments en addressed below.

CIA (Ret 3)commented that EPA
should nann.Ine Iti propoed —~
4(IX1XB) finding (“B” finding) Mr the
10 .tubs*wat forwhich findings wn
made In theproposed rule. It believes
thatEPA shouliffirst fi..”n Its policy
for expoeure.bsssd findings (“B
findlneal proposed In response to the
FIfth arcuit Court of Appeals r.anal
In the cinnace case before taking Real
saint In ~ n. an.aktng r4 read
tbsuaeofgmas Indlathrsd~~exposure to solvents. ~y the
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National Oc~.jpa2ion~lExposure Survey
(NOESh to estimate worker exposure~
end consumer usage and product
surveys to estimate consumer exposure,
in support of its findings for requiring
testing of these solvents; and finally.
avoid the use of chemical release data
as contained In the Toxics Release
Inventory (‘It!) because, CIA contends,
it is not sufficient to justify entry of a
compound Into the environment. CIA’s
PaneLs(Pals. 4,8,7 and 9i, Dow (Ref.
14), flu Pont (Ref. 15),DEMTG (Ref. 13),
BASF (Ref. 2). Kodak (Ref. 18),and
Monsanto (Ref. 17) also commented that
a ~‘B”finding S either individual
organic solvents or the group as a whole
is not justified. Public comments which
are specific to the Individual members
of this group will be addressed below on
a substance by substance basis, while
comments and responses appropriate to
all members of this group follow.

1. Policyfor exposure-basedfindings
CIA (RaE. 3), CMA’s Oxo Process Panel
(Ref. 9), and Monsanto (Ref. 1?)
commented that EPA should first
finalize Its policy for expoeure..based
findings (“B” findings)before taking
final action In this rulemaking. (The “B”
policy was proposed In the Federal
Register of July 15,1991 (56 FR 32294)).
They maintain that formalization of this
policy Is required by the Fifth Circuit
Court of Appeals In the cumene case
andwill aid In future rules enacted
under TSCA.

The final “B” policy was Issued on
May14, 1993 (58 FR 287361. However,
EPA does not apes that Issuance of this
policy was mandated before final action
could be taken In this rule. The Fifth
Circuit Court of Appeals In (24.4 vs.
EPA (Ref. 26 at p. 359)made It clear that
EPA need not adopt a definition
applIcable to all cases, but may choose
to proceed on a case-by.csse basis, If It
rationally explains Its exercise of
discretion. EPA has fully articulated Its
decision-making rationale In this rule
end in the proposed multi-substance
rule for the testing of 10 organic
solvents forneurotoxlcity (56 FR 9105,
March 4, 1091). EPA believes that this
ruLe and the propcesd rule clearly
articulate the altela It used In making
a finding underTSCA s~aa
4(e)(1)(B)(i).Because EPA considers this
rule to be legally sufficient, EPA did not
reopen the comment period forthis rule
when the “Be policy was ptopoaed on
July 15, 1991 (56 FR 32294). DespIte the
independence of this rule from the“B”
policy, the 4(aRIXB) findings In this
rule meet the alterla of the ssfln policy,

2. Purposes of TSC~4section
MaX!ABA In addressing EPA’s findings
under section 4{aXIXB). CIA and other
commenters state that EPA has

Inadequately considered all of the.
factors relevant to testing denslons
under section 4(a)(1)(B). CIA (Ret. 3,
pp 18—19) contends that:

EPA’s basic Inquiry should be whether.
taking into a~ountknown toxicity data S
other chemicals, exposure is sufficiently
great to present a significant and wideepread
risk if tasting Is positive fix the endpoint in
question.
Furthermore, If EPA cannot make such
a determination:

tasting would not be required to
determine wbsther the substance presents an
“unreasonable flak of lnjurf underTSCA
sectIon 6 because there would be no need to
control Its manufacture or u. even If lest
results are positive.

EPA believes that CiviA’scomments
reflect an Inaccurate understanding of
the role of chernital testing conducted
under theauthority of section 4 within
TSCA’s statutory framework and
purposes TSCA was enacted to ensure
that, given theexposure of humans and
the environment to a large number of
chemical substances end mixtureswith
potentially harmful effects, there would
be effective regulation of commerce In
such substances (TSCA sectIon 2(a), 15
U.S.C 2601(a)). Since the potential
effects of many chemical substances In
commerce are not known, the policy
provisions of TSCA reflect Congress’
Intent that

• adequals data should be developed
with respect to the effectof chemical
substances and mixtures on health and the
environment end that the develogmentof
such data should be the responsibility of
those who qranufacture and thosuwbo
pmoe such (subetanceel- (TSCA section
z(b)(1), 15 U.S.C 2e01(bXl)}
Section 4 of TSCA provides EPA the
authority to require such testing. In
contrast. sectIon 6 of TSCA provides
EPA the authority to regulate these
chemical substances once their effects
are more adequately characterized, I.e.,
once the Administrator makes a finding
that a chemical substance “presents or
will present an unreasonable risk of
Injury to health or the envIronment.” 15
U.S.C 2605.

In affect, CIA argues that EPA mud
make a finding that echumiS
substance would pose an unressonable
risk of injury at some hypothetical level
of toxicity In order to require testing
under section 4(aX1)(B) otTSCA. To do
this, WA envisions EPA doing a Smal
exposure assessment This approach
was explicitly rejected by the court In
CM.4 v.EPA (Ref. 28 at 354-355).whIch
stated.

If the EPA property concludes (under
sections 4(aXlXB)4Ii) and (111)1 that the
existing data and experience do not sufficea

a basis S It to reasoashly predict that there
will be no health or sevironniental Injury
from the manuScturlng (orprocessing, etc.)
of the chemical, then affirmative evidence
and findings of risk of lnjwyto health or the
environment at hypothetical toxicity levels
under section 4(aXIXB%Q aie - neceasary
to provide a nexus between requiring testing
under section 4(aKl NB) and congreeslonal
concern S health and the miviromnent.
Furthermore, OdA’s approach would
essentially have EPA making the same
finding fore sectIon 4 rulea for a
sectIon 6 rule — a requirement that the
courts have repeatedly rejected. “(Tihe
level of certainty of risk warranting a
sectIon 4 test rule Is lower than that
warranting a sections regulatory rule”
under TSCA. 0.1.4 v. U.S. EPA (Ref. 58
at 979). See also Ausimont U.S.A. Inc.
y,EPA (Ref. 66 at 95-98), (EPA’s burden
Is to demonstrate not fact, but doubt and
uncertainty. In order to require testing
under section 4): and CAM v, U.S. EPA
(Ref. 58 at 964—Baa) (EPA need not
gathar Information to make a reasonable
prediction or determination of risk
before Issuing a test nile).

EPA now turns to addressing.
comments regarding the Individual
components of Its findings under
section 4laXl)(B) of TSCA in support of
the testing requirements.

3. Substantial production. EPA
Indicated In the proposed rule that all
10 of the substances In the proposal are
produced In quantitIes exceeding 12
millIon poundsannually (58 FR 9107,
March 4. 1991). ProductIon data
reported for substances listed In the
TSCA Inventory (presently over20.000
entries) Indicate that only 4.8 percent of
the listed eubetances have production
volume. o’er 10 million pounds.
Clearly, If the 10members ofthis group
of solvents are produced In quantities
greater than 95 percent of the other
compounds listed In the TSCA
Inventory, EPA believes It Is reasonably
and unambiguously justified In making
a section 4(aXl)(B)(l)flndlng based on
substantial production. It should be
notad that the “B” policy specifies that
1 millIon poundsbe established as the
substantialproduction threshold. The
production volumes of all 10 substances
Ia this rule are consistent with, and
Indeed, well above the threshold.

4. Substantial human exposure. CIA
and Its Panels (Rub. 3.4.6.7, and 9),
DD.1TG (Ref.13), Dupont (Ref.,15}, and
Monsanto (Ref. 17) questioned the use
of gross Indicators of worker exposure to
solvents, namely the size ofthe affected
workplace population and the presence
of these solvents In consumer products.
as EPA’s basis for making its TSCA
section 4(CX1XB)(l) findings in support
of the testing requirements. The

6~4.) .36
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commenters maintalnedthat the
fluldings should place a greater
emphasis on intensity, duration, and
frequencyof exposure In determining
neurotoxic potential. CIA and the
manufacturers maintained that a large
number of exposed workers in itself
does not constitute substantial exposure
to support a section 4(a)(IKB) finding.

EPA believes that the exposure
parameters of Intensity, duration and
frequencyare more relevant to a finding
of “significant” exposure, than to a
finding of “substantial” exposure.
Although EPA did not make a finding of
“significant” exposure, It, nevertheless,
consideredchemical/physical
properties which would contribute to
significant exposure. EPA articulated In
the proposed rule that available data on
the vapor pressure of these substances
was of major concern to EPA in making
its findings because inhalation Is a
major route of exposure for volatile
organic solvents (56 FR 9111, March 4.
1991). The rule also stated that volatile
organic solvents are typically small (low
molecular weight) molecules which may
permit a second major route of
exposure, skin penetration. Therefore,
EPA believes that it has explained,
albeit generally, that the physical and
chemIcal properties and uses of thee.
solvents contribute to human exposure.

EPA also believes that It clearly
articulated In the proposed rule its
rationale for Interpreting the term
‘substantial human exposure” to refer

to “widespread human exposure” or
“exposure to & large number of people”
within the meaning of TSCA section
4(a)(1)(B)(i)(ll). 156 FR 9uo—.olu,
March 4,1991). In the proposed rule,
EPA found. using tow-range estimates,
that 172,000 workers and 3.7 mIllion
consumers are potentially exposed to
each of the organic solvents sub~sctto
this test rule. High-range estimates
indicate that as many as 1.5 million
workers and 112 millIon consumers
may be exposed to these substances (58
FR 9107, March 4, 1991). For these
reasons, EPA believes that It has met Its
burden under TSCA section
4(a)(IKB)(i)(Il) to demonstrate that there
is or may be substantial human
exposure to each of the organic solvents
subject to this rule.

CMA contends that both the National
Occupational Exposure Survey (NOES~
and EPA’s own consumer product
survey, on which a finding of
substantial human expoeure was based.
are flawed. Thisposition was shared by
CIA’s Panels (Raft 4,6, 7 and 9), Dow’
{Ref. 14), DuPont (Rat 15), DEM’lt (Ref.
13), AIHC (Ref. 1), BAS? (Ref. 2), Kodak
1Ref. 18). and Monsanto (Ref. 17).
CIA’s Acetone Panel (Ref.’4)

commented that EPA’s consumer usage
and product surveys greatly
overestimate both the numberof
products which contain acetone and
human exposure to it. This position was
also held by CMA’s Ketones Panel (Ref.
7) for methyl isobutyl ketone, and by
CIA (Ref. 3) for all 10 substances
discussed In the proposed rule.

EPA does not agree that Its reliance on
the NOES and consumer usage and
product surveys for its analysis of
human exposure to the organic solvents
was unreasonable. The NOES,

•conducted In 1981 to 1983, was based
on field surveys of 4.490 facIlities that
served as a statistical sample of virtually
all workplace environmesa except
mining and agriculture, In the United
States where 8 or mote persons are
employed. Based on these samples, the
numbers, of persons nationwide who are
potentially exposed to different
substances were estimated. Substances
in trade name products were also
included. No information was obtained
on actual or potential concentrations of
substances at potential worker exposure
sites (Ref. 61). Therefore, the NOES data
is not Intended to be en exact
determination of worker exposure to a
chemical compound In a quantitative
sense; rather, It is Intended as an
estimate of potential human exposure to
the test substances in the workplace.
This information Isa valid basis for, and
is relevant to a determination that
testing of these substances under TSCA
section 41i warranted. While EPA has
acknowledged that theremay be
sampling errors In the NOES survey,
EPA disagrees with the implication that
the survey Is of little value in
determining occupatIonal exposure
relative to other substances used In
commerce for purposes of TSCA section
4(a)(IRBNIJ. According to the NOES
survey, at least 172.000 and as many as
1,510,107 workers are exposed to each
of the organlt!aolvents (56 FR 9107,
March 4, 1991) subject.to this rule.
Although the exact numerical value of
NOES estimates may be questioned,
EPA believes that the rang. of potential
exposures Is a sufficient basis for
concern under TSCA section
4(a)(1XB)W. In addition, the potential
for occupational exposure to these
solvents is consistent with EPA’s “B”
policy which specIfies that the
threshold criterion for substantial
worker exposure be 1.000 workers (58
PR 28736, May 14, 1993). In fact, this
substantial worker exposure threshold Is
clearlyexceeded by all of the solvents
subject to this test rule. Therefore, EPA
concludes that there is. or may be,

substantial worker exposure to these
compounds.

In the proposed rule, EPA indicated
that each of the solvents was present in
from 1 to 51 consumer products, and
that their formulations had widespread
use in industry (56 FR 9107, March 4,
1991). EPA also notes that human
exposure estimates from its consumer
product survey, which incorporated a
degree of uncertainty as to the range of
values reported In the estimates,
indicated that 3.7 to 112 million
consumers were potentially exposed to
each of the individual solvents (Id.l.
Thee. estimates also clearly exceed
EPA’s threshold of 10,000 consumers as
Its criterion for a substantial human
exposure findIng (58 FR 28736, May 14,
1993). From data contained In theirown
submissions, manufacturers Dials. 9c,
9h and lob) and CMA (Rats. 7f, 71 and’
73) have Indicated that the solvents
contained in the proposed nile are
widely present in commercial products.
Also, based on the solvents’ presence in
numerous chemical formulations, CIA
(Ref. 3) commented that compliance

-with the export notification requirement
under section 12(b) of TSCA would be
burdensome, for thousands of
formulators. This comment by CIA
indicates that the solvents are present In
products produced by thousands of
formulators and that EPA’s estimates of
consumer exposure have a sound basis.

EPA concludes that both worker and
consumer exposure, as described by
NOES data and the consumer product
usage survey respectively. are consistent
with a section 4(a)(1)(B)(i)ffl) finding by
indicating that there Is, or may be,
substantial human exposure. Both
worker and consumerexposure
estimates far exceed the “B” finding
threshold criteria. EPA belleves that
potential exposure toss many as 1.5
million workers end 112 million
consumers (56 FR 0107, March 4, 1991),
which, as Indicated by the
manufacturers own comments. may be
underestimated, fulfills the spirit and
Intent of TSCA section 4(a)(tllB).

5. Substantial .nvirunmentoi mlecse.
The CIA Panels (Rth. 4.8,7 and 9)
commented that Toxica Release
inventory (TRI) release data are not
sufficient to establish If a compound
“enters the environment” within the
meanlng.afTSCA section 4. WhIle they
agreed with the quantities of solvents
cited as reteesed to theatmosphere, they
argued thstatmospberic release of a
substance don not In Itself constitute
“entry” Into thesiavironment as
required by section 4(a)(1)(B). They
supported this argument with
atmospbertc modeling results which
indicated that fenceline concentrations

6’) 34,
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of the solvents are below occupational
exposure guidelines (Ref,. 4 and 7).
CMA also commented that EPA should
look at other factors, such as
environmental fate and persistence,
rather than release and monitoring data
alone (Ref. 91.

The Till was mandated by the
EmergencyPlanning and Community
Right’to.Know Act (EP(X~)enacted by

•Congress in October 1986 and requires
certain manufacturers, processors, and
users to report to EPA and the States the
amounts of approximately 300
chemicals and categories of chemical
compounds that th.y release directly to
air, water, or tand. or that they transfer
to off-sits facilities. These dsts must be
compiled into an annual Inventory
available to thepublic In a
computerized database. While not all
industrial producers. importers,
processors. and users are required lo
report (e.g.. minimum volume
production/use raquirsm.nts). the
inventory is a valuable resource in
assessing releases (Ref. 65).

In the proposed rule. EPA made
substantial release findings for four of
thesolvents, acetone, 1~butanol.2.
ethoxyethenol. and methyl isobutyl
ketone, each of which were found to
have bean released Into the environment
in quantities exceeding 1 million
pounds per year (58 FR 9108 and 9111.
March 4. 1991). The proposed rule also
indicated that 9 of the solvents have
been detected in air, drinking weter~
disposal sites, effluent, ground water,
and surface water samples, and points
out that 3 of the 4 solvents forwhich a
substantial release finding was made
were in the top 25 TRI chemicals
emitted into the air In 1981 (56 FR 9108,
March 4, 1991).

EPA does not agree with the CiA
Panels that use ofTRI suvironmentel
release information to support a finding
under TSCA section 4 is not
appropriate, or that large releases of a
compound do not necessarily constitute
entry into the environment undei
section 4(aXl)(B)ftkfl. Under TSCA
section 4(aX1IIBJ(fl,a flndlngcanbe
made if~given substantial production, a
substance enters. or may reasonably be
anticipated to titer, theenvironment In
substantial quantities (Ref. 21). EPA
believes that it Is reasonable to Interpret
the phrase “enters theenvironment in
substantial quantities” to refer to large
quantities of release, of a chemical into
theenvironment. CiA’s arguments
notwithstanding, EPA believes that the
statutory language and legislative
history, which are silent a to
consideration of quanlitles’rslessed
versus the concentrations which result
from these release inmaking the

detennination thata chainical”enten
the environment”, do not compel EPA
to adopt a different (i.e.. CIA’s)
interpretation of TSCA section
41a)(IXB)(iXfl:

In these circumstances. Congress is
deemed to have implicitlydelegated to the
EPA the power to define or interpret
“substantial,” sad we will sustain the
agency’s thtmprutalioa as long N It Is
rational and ~sistent with the s*ntutmy
scheme and the legislative history.
CIA v. EPA (Ref. 26 at 354). The Court
also Mated that EPA “has wisiderabls
latitude in defining and lnt~xsting
‘substantial’ alt Is used In clauses (I)
and (II) of sectlca4(aXlsBxu” andtbat
EPA is” not obliged to adopt or take Into
account e specific criterion (such a. S
exsmple only, persistence after entry)”
when interpreting and making a finding
under section 4 (Ref. 26 at 359 and 360).
As explained In theproposed nile (58
FR 9110—9111. March4,1991), EPA
believes that substances that are
released Into the environment In
millions of pounds annually must be
consideredto “enter theenvironment In
substantial quantities” within the
meaning of TSCA section 4(5XIXBXIRIL
Furthermore, this Is consistent with the
recently published “8” policy which
specifies an environmental release
threshold of I million poundsaggregate
annual release (56 FR 28216. May 14,
1993). In fact, the release data and
exposure estimates found In this nil. Sr
exceed the thresholds S making “r
findings that EPA articulated In the
proposed rule and specified In the “S’
policy. By reasonable Interpretation of
TSCA section 4(aXIXBXI), EPA believes
these substances meet the definition of
potential substantial release and~or
exposure.

OneCiA Panel (Rd. 9)commented
that EPA should consider
environ nental fate and persistence
when determIning the extent to which
e substance enters theenvft~ment,
while other CIA Panels challenged
“entry mb the environment” by
providing fencellne concentrations of
solvents predicted by air dispersion
modeling studies at several Industrial
sites (Rib. 4 and 7). While EPA egress
that many of the factors CIA has urged
the Agency to consider when making Its
section 4(aX1XBXI)fl) finding a useful
inexposure ssssuineut, EPA doss not
believe that It Is required to consider
them In each and svwy ~.. Mn.....,
it should be noted that Mists sufficient
fate and toxicity data are avalishle. EPA
analyzes the data to determine wIsher
the data are adequate toiwssbly
determine or predict the ~ of ~

‘substanceand whether further testing Is

necessary. Consequently, EPA always
welcomes exposure Information of the
type CIA urges It to consider.

EPA did consider air dispersion
modeling studies submitted by CIA
which confirmed that millions of
poundsof solvents were released
annually. CIA contended, however,
that these studies dmncmstrate that the
solvents do not “enter the environment
In substantial quantities” because
predlctsd short-term and annual avenge
comautratlons ofthe solvents would be
at lees than the allowable osxnpathmal
exposure limIts. While EPA believes
thanIs merit In utilizing data on
environmental persistence and
atmospheric modeling to estimate
human exposure, EPA disagrees with
lbs contention that, under section
4(affIflB), a solvent will not “inter the
environment” when there are over a
million pounds of aggregate annual
releases of the substance based solely on
modeling studies which point only to a
low average Malins concentration.
These fenceline concentrations are
typically modeled for ground level and
they giv, no Indication of what levels
mayexist at hIgher altitudes. ~
TSC& section 4(aXIXB) considers
quantifies released and not the
coerratlon which reevits from these
release.

EPA alsonotes that consistency with
the occupstlone}exposure guidelines
does not guarantee that all issues related
to exposure to the substance hive been
resolved.That. guidelines were
developed to protect healthy workers
exposed fersirours/day, 5 days/week,
and arenet necessarily protectiveof the
general population, which contains both
theveryyoung and very old as well as
Individuals with varying health
problems and sensitivities,exposed
continually fur 24 hours par day.
Theefate. EPA believes the modeling
studIes submitted by the manufacturers
do not negate a substantial release
finding.

Otherstudies submitted during the
comment period documented that some
of the solvents are used In coatings,
edhesives, nail polish, and printing Inks
Web. 71,71, Sc and 9.). For products of
this type which dry or cure over titus,
EPA believes that volatilization of the
solvent to theatmosphere Is often an
Intended outcome of Its use. Far
solvents such as n~butylacetate, of
which 157,324,450 pounds n used In
coatings (58 FR 9106. March 4. 1991).
the.. typu. of relies although
unrspat.bl. underEPCRA. may make a
~Iderabla o,ntrlhutiai to total
avlri~.n~atat,.Je.ses. In the case of n’
butyl a~atLEPA believes it may have
underestimated environmental release.
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In conclusion, EPA does not agree
that a rSCA section 4(aXl)(BRi)(I)
finding is unjustIfied, or that release
data does not qualify for a finding of
entr~rinto the environment. EPA does
not believe that the arguments provided
through public comment refute the data
or rationale provided In this rule or the
proposed rule in support of its “B”
finding. In addition. EPA believes that
it has rationally explained its decision
in promulgating this rule, and therefore.
has adhered to the directives of the Fifth
Circuit Court of Appeals In its curnene
decision.
C. TSCA Section4(aKt%A) Finding

CIA (Ret 3)commented that EPA
failed to conduct an adequate exposure
analysis to supped a section 4(alll)(A)
finding under TSCA. According to
CMA. this analysis needs to relate
exposure sceneries to toxicologic
concerns by identifying the duration,
level, and scope of human exposure.
and determining whether an
unreasonable risk would occur under
these exposure conditions. CMA
contends this analysis is needed to meet
themandates ofa D.C. Circuit Court of
Appeals decision In CMA v. EPA (Ret
5B)(”DIA case”) that the Agency needs
to have a more-than-theoretical basis for
determining that lUre substancel may
present an unreasonable risk before it
can require testing under TSCA section
4{a)(1)(A). CIA’s Panels (Refs. 4. 7and
91 and DuPont (Ref. 15) provided
similarcomments toth~a ca
along with substance- specific
comments on the section 4(aRINA)
findings whIch will be addressed later
~nthis response.

EPA believes that It has clearly
demonstrated In this rule that it bass
mom-than-theoretical basi, for
deteimmning that exposure to these
solvents may present an unreasonable
risk. The high release to the
environment, large production. presence
in conuuiner products, and relatively
high vapor pressure, taken together.
provide the basis for. finding of
potential human expceur’e in support of
the testing requlr,dby this rule.
Furthannore. EPA believes the type of
data and analysis that the conimenters
would like EPA to perform before
requiring testing Is not generally
available and very resource Intensive to
generate, and Is fer mote justifiedwhen
WA is considering regulation of.
substance under section 0 of TSCA
rather than testing under .ecthm 4. In
addition, EPA provided monitorIng-data
from various m.dla fur nineof the
solvents four of the solvents. acetone,
diethyl ether, ethyl acetate, and isoèutyl

•alcohol, were detected in drinking water

(56 FR 9108, ivlarch 4, 1991). EPA
furthercontends that for the substance.
for which section 4(a)(IXA) findings
were made, although the (primarily
acute) data discussed in the proposed
rule show that these solvents are
potential neurotoxins. these studiesare
inadequate to estimate the risk from
long- term, low-level exposure. Such
data that are suggestive of an adverse
effect are adequate to support a TSCA
section 4(e)(1)(A) “cray present an
unreasonable risk” finding.

According to the D.C Circuit In the
ERA case, EPA need not demonstrate
fact,but rather “doubt and uncertainty,”
in order to support s “may present an
unreasonable risk” finding under TSCA
section 4IeX1XA) (Ret 58 at 992). hr
light of the exposure and hazard
Information It has presented and
considered, EPA believes that It has
rationally articulated its bests for
making a section 4(aXl)(A) finding In
support of the testing required by this
rule.

In Units liE through Kof this
preamble. which discuss speafic
substance issues, addItional studies
submitted during the comment period
an reviewed to determine if there now
are adequate data to define the potential
risk from exposure,
D. EPA’sData 4noiysis

CiA (Ref. 3) commented that testing
should not be required because risk
assessment and risk management
decisions can be made with existing
data. OAA contended that It is
unreasonable for EPA to rely on the
current TSCA neurotoxidty test
guidelines, which are of recent vintage
and have not yet been validated us
standard for determining the quality of
existing studies. ash. basis for finding
existingstudies Sufficient. CIA
furthermaintained that although EPA
used the TSCA neurotoxldty guidelines
to dote nuns ifs study is Inadequate to
assess a substance’s neurotoxic effects,
EPA used existing studlee that did not
follow the guidelines to support
concerns for the neuretoxic effects of
chemicals in making a section 4(a)(IRA)
finding. CIA commented that if EPA I.
going to use the TSCA guidelines as a
measure of adequacy. EPA should use
the guidelines In all aspects of Its testing
decisions and not use studies that do
not meet theguidelinee to support
4(eX1XAP findings. AIHC(Ref. 1) and
Dow (Ref. 14) submitted similar
comments. CIA’s Ketone Panel (Ref. 7)
endorsed AINC’s comments,

EPA disagrees with CIA. Preliminary
data which Indicat, concerns for
hazards posed by a substance (or a class
of substances) are exactly th. typeof

information EPA should use to make its
section 4(aXIIIA) “may present an
unreasonable risk” finding under TSC,A.
GAAs comment suggests that EPA
should never use such data (and
consequently. be unable to require
testing), or alternatively, that EPA use
such “insufficient data” as the basis loT
evaluating neurotoxic potential and
making regulatory decisions. Neither is
a reasonable Interpretation of TSCA,
TSCA section 4 was intended, and
should be used to develop date through
testing. These data may then be used to
make regulatory decisione under 1’SCA
sectIon 8.

EPA agrees that If there are edequete
neurotoxicity data for risk assessment
and risk management, then additional
testing should not be required. it is
essential, however, that the deta are
adequate for the intended purpose.
Some risk assessments ha’je been
performed using less than fully
adequate data; however, even though a
risk assessment is then available, this
does not preclude the potential need for
additional testing if the uncertainty in
the risk assessment Is unacceptably
large for risk management decisions,
EPA used scibntiflc judgement In
addItion to the TSCA guidelines In
evaluating existing data, utilIzing a
weight-of-evidence apploach in
addition to an individual study
evaluation. Thus, it Is sometimes
possible that a group of studies, each of
which would individually be judged
inadequate, would, when considered
together, yield enough information to
chsrscteria the toxicity of a substance.
ExistIng data were reviewed and
considered adequate for 4 of the 14
substance, considered In developing the
proposed rule and a decision was made
not to require testing of these 4 tethanol;
methyl ethyl ketone, toluene, and
x)4enesE

Comments on existing data related to
specific substances are discussed in
Units liE, liP, and ff.H through ILK of 2

this preamble.
E. Tetrohydrofuron

BASF (Ref. 2) commented that
tetrahydrofuren (11ff) exposure needs
to be more aixurstely evaluated for.
workars and consumers in terms of level
and duration of Ixposure. BASF
maintainedthat there Is some evidence
that occupational exposure is much less
than applicable exposure guidelines and
that consumer exposure will be limited
by both the frequency of use of
consumer products containing THF and
the concentration of the solvent therein.
BaSS? also noted that the exposure to
the general public through
environmental reieeses via effluent and

-I /
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surface waters will not be significant as
monitoring data Indicate that current
THE concentrations are much less than
the Maximum Allowable Concentration
(MACA of water class I used in the
production of drinking water.

While EPA agrees with BASF that
there are some uncertainties In the
estimates of consumer exposure to this
and other solvents, these uncertaintiee
were allowed for by providing a range
of consumer exposure, as noted in Unit
11.2.4 of thispreambte. EPA also
believes the level of uncertaintydoes
not eliminate the basis for the Agency’s
fInding of potential substantial human
exposure to THF. Furthermore, EPA
believe, that NOES data are a valid
indication of potentialsubstantial
worker exposure to a substance. EPA
notes that NOES data for THY exceed
the 1,000 worker threshold specified In
the “B’ policy (58 PR 28736, May 14,
1993).

BASP contends that the
environmental fate and persistence of
THY should be considered when
estimating human exposure for TSCA
section 4(aXl)(B) purp~ses.In essence.
BASF would require EPA to undertake
a risk assessment before making its
finding under TSCA section 4(51(11(B).
Howevet, as was recognizedby both the
court in CIA v. EPA (Ref. 26 at 347) and
by CiA (Ret 3 at 171, section 4(aKIXBI
authorizes EPA to require testing even
without a finding that a substance may
present an unreasonable risk of health
or environmental Injury. Furthermore,
the environmentalMeand persistence
aalysis urged by BASF Isnot relevant
for determining occupational exposure
where exposure will occur due to a
definable release source, typically In
close proximity to the worker such that
degradative processes will notbe
operative and significant. For these
reasons. EPA believes that potentisi
substantial occupational sad consumer
exposure to THE evidenced by the
NOES and consumer usage data Is
sufficient to support a TSCA section
4(a)UXBIII)(U) finding for THY.

Concerning the relationship between
potential human exposure and the.
existing regulatory standards forTHE,
EPA notes that the standard, for THE
have been satabliabed In thesbsea of
any neurotoxicity data for this ahatanc.
and maynotbe protective ii
neurotoxicity proves to be a sensitive
toxicologic endpoint S THE. As BASS
noted, thee are no neurotoxicity test
data available on THE; theefors EPA
believes testing is ne~eeryto develop
s~ade~

BASS cited one scat. studyby
Katahira (ReL 2a), two subchrcnlc
studies by Katabirs (Ref. 2b) and

Chhabra et ak (Ref. 2c). and one
developmental toxicity study by Meat et
at (Ref. zd), which BASE believed
provided some Indication of the
neurotoxic potential of THY. In
addition, BAS? noted that there is
currently a 2-year studyin mice an&
rats in progress under the National
Toxicology Program (NI?) which may
provides good Indication of neurotaxic
potential.

IPA ObMIIWCI and reviewed the cited
studies (Ref. 50). Although the
subchronic study by Katahira at *1. (Ref.
2b1 made no mention of central nervous
system (C48) effects, th. other studies
(Rek 28, 2c and zdl reported some OIlS
effects despite the design of these
studies which could detect only gross
signs of nauxotoxidtip The 2-year study
underway In mica and rats by Ni? Is
also not designed to permit sensitive
measuresof neurotoxicity and would
not satisfy EPA’s neurotoxicity data
needs for THE. EPA believes that the
detection of some O’JS effects by these
studies supponthe need S the
additional neurotoxioty t~ing
specified In this mIs hewn. EPA
does notbelieve that theavallablo
studies, taken ass whole, an sufficient
for risk assessment purposes.
F. Acetone

CIA’s Acetone Panel (Rat 4)
commented that EPA has not justified
its finding that releases to the
environment ofacetone orhuman
exposure to acetone an substantial
within themeaning dTSCA section
4(a)(IXB). The Panel snorted that a
finding of substantial environments!
release based on TN data alone is not
sufficient They noted that EPAhas not
analyzed the likely level of human
expomue from — Shorn
concentrations of aone beyond sites’
boundaries. consideredlevels,
frequency, or durstiosi ofconsumer
axposmares. Tb. Panel submitted
airborne dispersion medeistosupport
this point. The Panel also contended
that EPA’s consumer usage survey does
not characterize th. nature and extent of
exposure to acetone from the us. of
products inwhich it Is ~tslned. and
that the data In theNOESsurvey do not
provides reliable basis for estimating
th. number of workers .aja.ed to a
substance.

EPA does not ames with CIA’s
Acetone Pans! that environments!
releases ofscoton. are not substantial
within the mesmng ofTSCA section
4(afll){B). Section 4(s)(11(B) of TSCA,
indkt that a finding as be made If
a compound ems., ormayr’nâ.ly
be anticipated to ester, the enviroonseal
in substantial quantiti.. The ststfly

language .nj,Lna no mention of
concentrations which may result as a
consequence of these releases. In the
proposed rule. annual release of acetone
was listed as 195 million pounds for
1987(55FR 9108. March 4; 1991).
AccordingtoTRl data for 1989,
205.019,698 pounds of acetone were
released to the environment, of which
199,209,247 poundswere released to
air, 1.020,255 poundswere discharged
to water and 4,528.483 poundswere
Injected underpound (ReL 29). For the
reasons sea forth In the proposed rule
(56PR 01109111, March 4, igoi) and
In UnIt 11.8.5 of this preamble.•EPA
believes that annual releases of over 195
mIllion poundsof acetone to the
environment are “substantial” within
thsmeanfngofTScAaection
4(a)(1XBX1). In addition, as indicated In
the proposed rule, acetone is one of the
top 25 thsnucals emitted to the air
accadlng to the l’R! data.

The computer modeling studies
submitted by the manufacturers Indicate
that fescelins atmospheric
concentratione of ecetone were below
established occupational exposure
guidelines. However, this Information
does not negate the fact that substantial
quantitiesof acetone are released Into
theenvironment. Although the
modsltagstu&es may predict that 24-
hera concentrations are less than
established exposure guidelines, these
guidelines are based on an 8—hourwork
day and ste not meant to protect from
contInuous 24—hour exposure.
Moreover, since theguidelines are based
upon a limitedset of test data, they may
be Inadequate to protect all workars or
the genes! population from the
potential health effects of chronic
environmental exposure to acetone. EPA
believes that releases of Sceton. as high
as 37.870 pounds per day, a value
utilized In one ofthe modeling studies
(Ref. 4, AppendIx C, Hoechst Celanese,
Nanowe,VIrginla), released every day.
represents as emission resulting in
substantial entry Into theenvironment
for — that single facility. EPA notes
that this Scility alone exceeds the
threshold S substantial environmental
release oil mIllionpoundsannually (U
FR 28738, May14. 1993). EPA
concludes thatTN release data and the
individualsiti emission data submitted
by the Pens! both support an
envlron.estsl release finding under
section 4(s)(IXBX1XI) of TSCA.

EPA dossnotwee with the Panel’s
comments that NOES data are an
Inadequate Indicationof potential
oixupstimial sxposureto a~onefor
reasons presented In Units hA and
ILB.4 of this preamble.

/.~
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The Panel also Indicated that EPA’s
consumer exposureestimates, based on
the presence of acetone In 51 bonsumer
products (se FR 9101,March 4. 1991).
do not consider the nature and extent of
exposure to acetone from use of the
products. EPA used a consumerproduct
usage survey to estimate consumer
exposure to acetone, supporting its
finding of aubatantial human exposure”
under section 4(aXtJ(B)(IRU) with 3.7 to
112 million consumers potentially
exposed per product. While EPA does
notbelieve that it Is required to consider
all of the factors cited by the Panel In
making its findings under section
4(a)(1)(B)(I)flfl, EPA did consider the
product use characteristla and the
pbysial/chemical properties of arstosia
EPA Indicated In the proposed nile (58
FR 9101, March 4, 1991) that acetone
has a high vapor pressure (231.3
mmHg), which along with Its small,
nonpolar structure, will facilitate
vaporizationand absorption. In
addition, EPA discussed how the use of
solvent.containlng products by
consumers often Involves close contact
with theproduct, which Inaeases
exposure and the likelihood of
abaorptioa (Id.). EPA elsa Identified 51
product typee (including spot remover,
furniture polish, engIne cleaner.pelnt
thinner, spray shoe polish) which
contained 0.2 to 100 percent acetone
(Ret. 62). The use of such products
would obviouslyrequire the person to
be In dose contact with the solvent. As
explained inUnitsThA and tt4 of this
preamble, EPA believes that extensive
anilysisof exposure parameters Is very
resource Intensive and considers such
an effort more relevant when mak4rig s
findingS “slgniRrant” exposure, or
when conducting & comprehensive risk
assessment, In which an oveluallonof
the nature and extent of exposure to
acetone would be donewith the marty
products which contain It for purposse
of consIdering regulatory action, I.e..
under TSCA sectiont

C2.CA’s Acetone Penal (RaL 4)
commented that theta are sufficient data
on acetone to reasonablypredict the
potential for neutotoidcity. These data,
the Panel contended, at of the sa~
extent and quality en data EPA bind
sufficient to exclude other solvents from
this proposed nile. In addition, the
Panel stated that existingstudies on
isopropenol. a rtsinlcelwhich rapidly
metabolizes to acetone, provide
sufficient evidence that acetone does
not cause adverse lrrsvanIble effect to
thenervous system. The Panel
iecem~dsdthat EPA reviews!! of the
available data beSt fb.s~t~t.gifis
proposed rule aid provided the

following List of studies for EPA’s
review: Bruckner and Peterson (Ret Se),
Os Ceaurriz at a!. (Ret Sb). Dietz (Ref.
4e), CamisandWaseerman (Ref. Sd).
Garda at al. (Ref. 4W, Cellar at a!. (Rat.
4c), Cellar at aL (Ref. 4d), Goldberg at
al. IRat 4e), Ladefo~dand Perbellini
(Ref. so, Ladefoged at a). (Ref. 4!)
Matsushita at si (Ref. 4tJ, Mayhew and
Morrow (Ref. 4h). Misumi and Negino
(Ref. 5&. Spencer eta). (Ref. 40. Seeber
at el. (Raft, 68* and 68b). and Stewart
at a!. (Ref. 68c).

Although EPA agrees that Isapropanol
metabolizes to acetone, a
phannscoklaetla study (Rat Sb)
submitted by GAS showed that
unchanged Isopropanol remains In the
blood for up to9hours after the
exposure. EPA therefore does not agree
that neurotoxIcity studies on
isopropenol should be used Instead of
appmpriate studies conducted with
acetone, because eflècts obeerved during
the first 9 hours couldbe due to
Isopropanol and not acetone. Some
unknowns that also preclude the use of
isopropanol studies Includes lack of
clear knowledge of the tissue
concentration of acetone following
adminiiadonof isopropsnol,
specifically In potential tngst tissues,
and thepotential for any metabolic
Interaction between acetone and
isopropanol which may affect the
metabolism and toxicity of ecetone. EPA
believes that there Is a potential S
extensive exposure to acetone, and thus
to be assured of protectinghuman
health, it Is necessary to test acetone
itseli

EPA reviewed thesddlti anal studies
(Raft. 43, 4e through 41. St through 5g.
68* through68c) provided by the Panel
and Identified a number of problems
which made thestudies Inadequate to
sati* EPA’s neurotoxicity data needs
for acetone (Raft. 50.51 and 69), The
specific problems are listed In Table I.
Unit hILLS of this preamble. and
generally Include Insufficient teat
duration, Insufficient dncrlptfon of
methods end results. Inadequate
methods, Inconclusive results~and the
evaluation of an Insufficientnumberof
tissues and neurotoidcity endpoints
Despite the ma)or limitations at these
studies, which would prevent theuse of
the data In a nesrotoxicity risk
~ theydid provideadditional
evidence that eaton,an s~Uthe
nervous systen.

CIA’s Acetoae Panel (Ref. 41
coinrd that the threestudsSM
In theptoposed rul, do notsupport
EPA’. umdson that -further testing Is
needaáundaa sectIon 4(sfllXA)
flndln& but Instead support the

thee acetone sboaid ha

excluded from the rule because the
quality and quantity of acetone
information is superior to the data
presented for several of the solvents
excluded from th.proposed rule. EPA
does not agree with the Panel that the
studies cIted for acetone were superior
to those on substances excluded from
the proposed nile. All of the thid~es
cited for acetone demonstrated some
neuroto,dc effects of acetone while
being Inadequate to fully evaluate the
neurotoxicity of acetone even when the
data from all of the studies were
evaluated together. The study by
Bruckner and Peterson (Ref. Sal used a
shod exposure periodof only 3 hours
and the reeults ware presented as
average scores lots battery of five tests,
making differentiation of efl~ctson
motor orsensory functions impossible.
Similarly. th. study by Clowa and Dews
(Ref. Se) used 5 short exposure, only 40
minutes, witheffects noted on schedule-
controlled reaponee at 3,000 ppm and
above. Although theDick at sl. (Ref. Sc)
study was generally well conducted In
humans, only one exposure level was
used, and this produced an effect. As
the Panel noted In Its comments, there
was some lack of consistency In this
studywith effects observed In the first
sessionbut not In the second. These
data Indicate that acetone has a
potential to affect the nervous system.
but the studywas inadequate to assess
these effects even fore standard 8-hour
acute exposure. EPA contends that the
above studies are thekind that fully
supports action 4(aXIJIA) finding and
the needler additional data to assure
the protection of human health.

EPA therefore concludes that human
exposure data. In terms of the number
of people potentially exposed, Is
sufficientThy a TSCA section
4(eJ(IXBXIXW finding, and that the
avaIlable data. combIned with the
chemIcal/physIcal properties of acetone
and the use characteristics of products
containing s~onssupport the “risk”
portion of the section 4{sRl)IAX1)
hndlag. EPA also concludes that
available data else support an
environmental release~ndingunder
section 4(5XIXBXIXB, EPA notes that
any one of these findings Is sufficient to
supports rule, and EPA believes that
support forall three findings provides
furtherImpetus S pnjculgstlng a nile
to requite tasting of acetone.

CL ,reAag4 Ace~
fAA’s Ow Pru,a..Panel (Rat 9)

aicinsastad that ~A should not requIre
the ~‘tlngef pure nemyl acetate
becauseft Is not produced In or
Imported to the UnitedSlates. The
Penal ilsocoesusented that Union
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Carbide produces & technical grade amyl
acetate which is 85 percent n-’amyl
acetate (Ref. 11) end that this mixture
sirnuld be tested Instead. Union
Carbide’s name for its technical grade n~
amyl acetate is primary amyl acetate
and Union Carbide has reported its
production (in excess oil million
pounds) to EPA under theCAS No. of
n-amyl acetate (Rels. 30—32). CIA
argued that because the production and
exposure Is to the technical grade ii-

amylacatata. that It. and not pun n-
amyl acetate, should be the test
substance. Union Carbide stated that It
participated In thedevelopment of end
endorsed CiA’s comments.

EPA agrees withCIA end Union
Carbide and has accepted their
recommendationto test the technical
grad. n-amyl acetate. This rule specifies
that the percent n4myl acetate in the
test substance must be representative of
the technical grade and will be selected
by the test sponsor. Because EPA
proposed that manufacturersand
processors of n-e.myl acetate other than
as an Impurity are subject to this rule.
Union Carbide is subject to this rule.
Although EPA has not Identified any
other manufacturers of pure n-enyl
acetate or technical grade n.emyl
acetate, other manufacturersof n’.emyl
acetate even as a byproduct or in a
mixture are also subject to this rule.

CMA’s Oxo Process Panel submitted
rat inhalation studies (acuts, subacute.
and subchronlc) of primary amy! acetate
(Rats. 9J and 9k) and stated that no
neurotoxicity was observed in these
studies and, therefore, no testing should
be required. EPA has reviewed these
studies (Ref. 70) and determined that
these studies did not adequately
describe methods and results or
evaluate the test animals for neurotoxic
effects. EPA. therefore, does not -
consider them sufficient to satisfy Its
data needs for the neurotoxlcity of ii-
amyl acetate.
H. 1-Butanol. n-Bu~dAcetate. .Ethj’I
Acetate, and lsobu4d Alcohol

The Oxo Process Panel of CIA (Ref.
9)commented that S lbttenol, 11’
butyl acetate, ethyl acetate, and Isobutyl
alcohol, EPA does not provide en
adequate basis tare “B” finding.
Specifically, thePanel contends EPA’s
conSumer product usage survey end the
NOES do notdemonstrate substantial

- human exposure to these chemicals (fur
alt but 1-butanol) and that the surveys
overestimated human expoeure. In
addition, the Panel end Monsanto (Ref.
17) commented that EPA did not
consider llk.ly levels of Inhat.tion
exposure orthe potential fur dermal
exposure during the use of consumer

products. The Oxo Process Panel IRef. 9)
also maintained that the fact that there
are large releases of 1~butanoldoes not
support the finding that it enters the
environment in substantial quantities.

As stated in the response to general
comments. EPA does notconcur with
the manufacturers that the NOES data
are not an accurate indication of
potential worker exposure. For the
reasons set forth in Units U.A end 11.8.4
of this preamble. EPA believes that the
NOES data for i~butanol.n-butyl
acetate, ethyl acetate, and isobutyl
alcohol Indicate that there Is or may be
substantial worker exposure to these
compounds within the meaning of
TSCA section 4(a)(l)(BRi)flfl.

In the proposed nile. EPA clearly
pointed out that these organicsolvents
were chosen fur considerstion for
testing under section 4. In part,.becaus.
they are volatile, relatively smell non.
polar compounds which are of concern
for inhalation exposure end exposure by
skin penetration (56 FR 9107.March 4,
1991). Iii data contained In their own
submissions, the manufacturershave
acknowledged thatthese solvents are
used in coatings, lacquers, end neil
polish products (Rats. Oc, ab end lob).
For these products, EPA believes that
volatilization of the solvent during
drying or curing is an Intended outcome
of their use. EPA also believes that
because men~,of these products are
used end applied indoors, there may be
consumer exposure both during and
after their use, as the vapors may remain
within the house. Available data
Indicate that the concentration of
organic solvsnts may be much higher
indoors than it is outdoors (Ret33).
Therefore, it is possible that consumer
exposure to these solvents during end
alter their use may even be higher than
Indicated In the proposed rule.
Therefore, EPA does not concur with
thePanel that thepotential for
Inhalation and dermal exposure of
consumers to these substances Is not
substantial within themeining ofTSCA
section 4(aXl)(B)(iXlfl. EPA concludes
that for 1.butanol. n-butyl acetate, ethyl
acetate.and tsobutyl alcohol. thsrels
substantial human exposure.

For 1-butanol. OLA’e Oxo Process
Panel (Ref. 9)commentsd that EPA has
not Justified its finding that releases to
the environment of i’butanol are
substantial within them.enlng of TSCA
section 4(aXl)(B). They asserted hate
finding of environmental release based
on TEL data alone Is not sufficient. end
submitted airborne dispersion models
for acetone and MIBK to~p~this
point

Asindiated In thediscussion In
UnIts 11.3,5end U.F. of this preamble,

EPA believes that TRI release data ares
sufficient indicatorof environmental
entry end it does not believe that the
atmospheric modeling studies refute
this point. In the proposed rule, annuaJ
release of 1-butanol was listed as 36
million pounds for 1987 (56 FR 9108,
March 4. 1991). According to TEL data
for 1989, 39 million pounds were
relessed to the environment (Ref. 29). In
addition. EPA notes that under section
4(aXIXB)(i) of TSCA, either en
environmental release finding ore
substantial human exposure finding is
needed to support a test rule. Furl-
butanol, EPA concludes that both
findings era valid, end provide further
lmi~eflisfor promulgating a rule.

QIA’s Oxo Process Panel (Ret 9)
commented that the studies used by
EPA ass basis for an unreasonable risk
finding under TSCA section 4(e)(1)(A)
for 1~butanoldo not support the
findings. The Panel contended that the
study (Ref. 44) showing motor function
lmpslnnent only Indicated that 1-
butanol may induce acute
phennscological effects at high doses.
Such short-tenn suppression of the
neurologic system, the Panel
malntainpd. was different from
pathologic changes or other lontterm
e~cts.It was further maintained that.
In the other studies (Rats. 52 and 531,1-
butanol was administered by gavage or
InJection at large dose levels which
would result in very high blood levels
of 1-butanel and depression of the 048.
The only Inhalation study, by
Decosurrizet a!. (Ref. 34), used
exposures of 470 to 965 ppm, which Is
en order of magnitude higher than Lbs
occupational guidelins of SI) parts per
million (ppm) which is based on
Irritation. The only effects observed In
this study, It was maintained, were due
to sensory Irritation. The Panel noted
that EPA did not refer in the proposed
rule to the subchronlc brat study (Ref.
9g) used to derive the oral reference
dose (RI)) In which hyposctivity and
ataxia were observed at a doe. of 500
mg/kg end where the NOAa was 125
mg/kg/day. ThisNOAEL would
correspond to an Inhalation exposure of
300 ppm which is considerably higher
than theOSHA ceiling of Soppra.

EPA ~eee that the effects observed
In animAls exposed to high
concentretlons ordoses of 1-butanol
might result from non-specific
suppression of the nervous systssn.
However, while these ethos do
demon~etesome lntasahon with the
(248, the study designs do not pssmlt
the determination of whether therm was
specific toxicity to the nervous system
end whether there would be ethos
following longer tam exposure. These
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studies raise concern S the potential
neurologic effects of 1-butanol. This
concern is further supported by the
observation of neurotoxic signs in the
subchronic study (Ret. 9g3 cited by the
Panel. The effects of atexta and
hypoectivity were clearly not the result
of transient high blood levels since the
effects did not appear until the lest 6
weeks of the study. EPA. therefore.
concludes that the data it cited in the
proposed rule were sufficient to
dotennine that l.butanol may present en
unreasonable risk. and this is further
supportedby the additional oral
subchroc.ic study (Rot 9eJ brought to
EPA’s attention by the Panel which
showed bypoectivity and ataxia. None
ofthese studies, however, was sufficient
to satisfy EPA’s neurotoxicity data
needs for 1 -butanol for the reasons
presented In Table i of Unit fll.A.5.
These reasons included Insufficient
number ofendpoint, examined, only
one sex tested, Insufficient study
duration, and inappropriate route of
administration.

The Panel (Ref. 9) commented that the
irritation potential of 1-butanol reduces
thepotential for neuratoxic effects in
humans sIncehuman, will avoid high
concentrations. EPA does not believe
that there Is evidence that Irritation
front 1-butenol can be relied upon to
protect human health. It is generally
known that there isa tarp degree of
individual variation with regard to
sensitivity to airborne irritants as well
as tolerance to Irritation.The ACCUI
cited studies that reported workers
exposed to 100 ppm of 1-butanol that
did not complain of irritation, while
other studies reported auditory nerve
inlury In workers exposed to 80 ppm of
1-butanol (Rat. 35).

in regard to ethyl acetate, Q’4A’s Oxo
Process Panel (Ref. 9) commented that
this compound is used as e flavoring
agent (Ref. 9e), fragrance, end solvent
(Ref. gh). and is on the Food and Drug
Administration’s (IDA) “generally
recognized as safe” ICRAS) list for use
as a synthelic flavoring agent and
adjuvant (21 GB 182.60). The Pallet
cited a reviewof the toxicity otethyl
acetate by the Cosmetic Ingredient
geview IUR) Expert Panel which, after
a review of oral, dsnnal. Intraperitoneel
and Inhalation animal studies.
concluded that ethyl acetate was safe as
a cosmetic ingredient %i the present
practices of use and concentration” (Ret
9cL The Oxo Pruc....Panel stated that
these data along with low use pattern do
not support fl’A’s section 4(aX1XA) -

finding for ethyl acetate.
EPKbII,es It provided sufficient

data fore eactlon 4(eX1XA) finding for
ethyl eceata, The (ii Expert PenAl

reviewed prlreerily systemic acute and
subchroäic toxicity studies which did
not locus on thenervous system (Ref.
9c). The study by Glows end Dews (Ref.
So) referred to in the proposed rule
reported effects of ethyl acetate on
scnedWe-controlled response following
exposure of mice for 10 minutee to 560
ppm (the decrease in response was 75
percent. while 300 ppm was sno.
observed-effect level). Effects produced
following such e short exposure time
raise concern that ethyl a~atemay
present an unreasonable risk,
particularly when the CR Eicpsrt Pans!
review (Ret ~) Indicated that the
occupational threshold limit value
(TLV) is 400 ppm end consumers may
have short-term high levels of exposure
since ethyl acetate is present in
consumer products at imp toO? percent.

Q4As Oxo Process Panel (Ref. 9)
commented that testing Is not needed on
ethyl acetate since this compound Is
rapidly metabolized to ethanol for
which there is sufficient naixotoidcity
data. and that butyl acetate should not
be tested if testing is required on 1-
butanol. since again the acetate is
rapidly metabolized toth.
corresponding alcohoL The Panel
provided sufficient data to support the
contention that ethyl acetate Is rapidly
metabolized to ethanol (Rats. 90,90.
and 91). and that this metabolism Is
facilitated through a first pass effect In
the lungs (Rat. 94). A review (Rat 9c)
noted that one study indicated that.
following inhalation exposure of rats to
ethyl acetate, levels of ethyl acetate in
the brain were higher than in the Wood.
Following an exposure to 10 percent
ethyl acetate inair, the concentration of
brain ethyl eceaat. reached a peakof
0.46 mglg whileethyl ntata in the
blood was less than 0.2 mg/s. while
ethanol in the blood reached 1.24 mg/
g (Retsq}. The Panel maintainedthat
the effects observed In the studies cited
In the proposed rule was Identical to
the symptoms of ethanol toxicity (Rd
9e). With regard to butyl acetate end 1-
butanol. the Panel (Rats. 12) commented
that only one substance should be tested
because n-butyl acetate rapidly
hydrolizes to 1•butanol (Rats. 12a and
nb) The Panel (Ret 9)ynnrnnndsd
that butyl eatate be ths test compound
because of Its greeter potential for
inhalation,exposure due to Its solvent.
use and greater volatility.

EPA does notbelieve that surrogate
substances should be recommended for
testing ineither case. Although It!*
clear that ethyl acetate is rapIdly
metabolized to ethanol, the data
providedby thePanel demonstrate that
ethyl acetete does enter thesystemic
circulationand that levels are higher In

the brain than in blood (Rat. ad. This
would suggest that even over the short
exposur, period used inen acute study,
the brain would be exposed to
potentially significant levels of the
parent compound which could result In
toxic effects. Although it as possible that
the effects noted In the studies cited in
the proposed rule were due to ethanol,
which resulted from the metabolism of
ethyl acetate, there are clearly
insufficient data to confirm this
assumption. In addition, one of the
authors ofthe Glow. and Dews study
(Rat 5.), Dr. J. Glows, stated in
submitted comments that “available
evidence forethyl acetate su~eststhat
it Is much more potent in
neurobehevioral toxicology measures
than I. ethanol” (Ref. 20). Dr. Neal (Rat
25) slso noted that the water solubility
of the alcohols and esters are different,
which mayaffect thepharmacokinetla
of these compounds, that there may be
differences in effects on metabolism of
endogenous substrates. and even though
metabolism of the ester is rapid, there
still may be sufficient exposure to the
ester to effect the results of in yiyo
testing.

Although EPA believes that the
exposure rationale used by the Panel for
choosingbigyI acetate for testing
instead of 1-botanol is appropriate. EPA
believes that both butyl acetate and 1-
butanolshould be tested because the
typesof concems EPA has with ethyl
acetatealso apply to thesituation with
1-butanol and butyl acetate. The studies
(Raft. lZa and 12b) submitted by the
Panel to demonstrat, hydrolysis of butyl
acetate to butanolwere reviewed by
EPA (Ref. 41). Although hydrolysis was
demonstrated, the rates of hydrolysis
would not be competitive with the rates
of uptake end distribution of butyl
acstS allowing butyl acetate the time
to cause its untqui effect on the body.
Also, 1-butanol as greater skin irritant
than n-Sty! acetate, end this difference
in Irritation potential would influence
the response.EPA thus dose not bshan
that butyl acetate or 1.butanoi shouid be
tested as a surrogat. for the other.

For Isobutyl akobol. CiA’s O*o
Procase Panel (Rd. 91 commented that
EPA did not review the 90-dey oral
subchronlc study In rats (Rat all that
was used as the basis for th. oral RD.
In this study, bypoactivity and staxia
were observed at 1,000 mngfkglday while
no effects were noted at the nsxt lowest
doss of 318 rag/kg/day, EPA has
reviewed this study, which Indicated
that the degree of hypoacilvity
decreased markedly after wsa 4. while
staxia wet obeanedsporadically
throughout thestudy. Although so
histologic lesions were repealed, the
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histologic evaluation of nerve tissue was
limited to that *}IICII would only detect
relatively aevere tissue damage. EPA
believes this study provides limited
evidence that isobutyl alcohol can affect
the nervous system and that the nervous
system may be the most sensitive
biological system. Although EPA Is not
relying ona TSCA section 4(aXl)(A)
finding to support testing of isobutyl
alcohol. EPA believes that these
additional data would support such a
finding had EPA reviewed the study
before it proposed this nile.

The Oxo Process Panel (Ret 101 also
commented that isobutyl alcohol should
notbeteated because It~pl~yoxidizes
to Isobutyric acid tRek lOs. lob, end
bc)which is not expected to pose en
unreasonable risk to health because it is
a natural component of food and Is the
primary metabolite of the essential
amino acid valine. Although the
submitted studies (Ref.. lOs. IOb. and
bc) Indicate metabolism of Isobutyl
alcohol to Isobutyric acid, theyalso
report that peak levels of Isobutyl
alcohol are present In theblood 30 to 90
minutes after exposure end that
conversion to Isobutyricacid isn’t
complete until 6 to 8 hours after
exposurt EPA Is concerned ebout the
possible effects of Isobutyl alcohol
during the significant period oftime
before its metabolic conversion to
isobutyric add. Therefore, EPA believes
the testing of Isobutyl alcohol Is still
necessary. Also, thePanel did not
indicate what foods contain Isthutyric
acid or In what concmitrathms.EPA
believes that even though a substance
maybe present In food. it does not nieen
that at higher concsntretloais It cannot
be toxic and that tasting should notbe
required,

Q&A’s Oxo Process Panel (Ret 9)
commented that thenile should require
that the maximum concentration tested
of 1-butanol, n’bvtyl acetate, ethyl
acetate, and Isobutyl alcohol should not
exceed the concentration at which
aerosols form because the substance will
be deposited an the furof the.tsst
animals end be ingested during
preening~The Panel cantendsd that the
combined ore! end Inhalation exposure
will make the results of the tests
difficult to Interpret. EPA agnes that
formation of aerosols can present
difficulties In the deelwr, conduct, end
interpretation of data from inhalation
studies. EPA notes however, that the
scientific literaturecontains manywell
conducted studies using aerosols, and
that some occupational situations which
use solvents, such as spray painting.
generate asrosols EPA believes It I. not
necessary to a priori restrict the upper
concentration to that which does not

produce aerosols. Furthmore. the
solvents (l-butsnol.n-butyl acetate,
ethyl acetate and isobutyl alcohol) are
relatively volatile with estimated vapor
saturation concentratirnas olbetween
approximately 9.200 and 120,000 ppm
(Ref. 36), su~estlngthat th. required
testing can likely be conducted using
vapor exposure only.

L Wethyl Ether
DEMTG (Ref. 13) commented that

EPA ~iled to present adequate evidence
to support e”8” finding for diethyl
ether. Objections were izzads to the us.
of NOES data ends consumer exposure
analysis (ReL 63) whIch DD4TC
believed overuetametsd the number of
people exposed to disthyl ethst
Dflf It stated that because EPA has not
made e finding that diethyl ether eaten
the environment in substantial
quantities, human exposure must be the
finding triggering the testing.

EPA agrees thet human exposure Is
the issue triggering the finding for
diethyl ether. and therefore. en
environmental release finding under
TSCA section 44afl1)ffl)(l) Is not an
Issue. Nonetheless, EPA does not concur
withDEMTG that NOES date era not an
adequate Indication of potential
occupational exposure.This rationale Is
discussed fully In Units ~A end tB.4
olthls preamble. EPA notes that Its
threshold for substantial occupational
exposure is 1.000 workers (nfl 28736,
Mey 14,1993). AccordIng to NOES data
cited in the proposed rule, 175,489
worker. are potentially exposed to
diethyl ether (58 FR 9*07, March 4.
1991). Furthermore. a DEMTG points
out (Ret 13 at 26 and Appendix I). the
latest NOES data Indicate even hlghm~
number, of workers potentially exposed
to diethyl ether. EPA believes that
NOES data clearly Indicate that
potential substantlel occupational
exposure exists, and that a TSCA
section 4(aXl)(Bfl1)(lI) substantial
human exposure finding Is valid S
diethyl ether.

EPA ackeowledgee that Its consumer
exposure analysis may contain a degree
of error In Its estimate ole?.! million
consumers exposed to disthyl ether
from tha uss of engine starting fluid, the
single consume— which
contains diethyl ether. However. the fed
remains that 14 mIllion cans olegina
starting fluid containIng diethylether
were sold In 1989 and this product has
numerous uses other than startlng~
automobile englnn It Is else used to
start the engines of walk-babind power
mowers, lawn,tractors/riding mowers.
riding gsrdsrt tnrs. rotary tillers.
snow throwers. shredder/grinders, chain
sews, trlmmers/brushoutters, and

blowers. EPA believe, this wide variety
of uses will cause several members of a
household to be potentially exposed to
diethyl ether, in addition to ths person
responsible for automobile
maintenance. Therefore, EPA does not
believe that th. presence of diethyl
ether in only one consumer product
negates thevalidity of the finding that
there Is or maybe substantial consumer
exposure to diethyl ether.

DEMTC (Ref. 13) elsa challenged
EPA’; section 4(a)(IXAXi) finding for
diethyl ether which was based on a
study by Essman end Jarvik (Rat 13g1.
D24TG argued that even though the
study showed that theadministration of
diethyl ether interfered with the
retention of an avoidance response. EPA
should not use the study as an
Indication of potential neurotoxicity
because anesthetic doe, levels were
used, end EPA had declined to rely on
other studies using anesthetic dose
levels to characterize the neurotoxic
effects of di.thyl ether. As discussed In
Unit Il.Dof this preamble, EPA believes
that a different measure of adequacy can
be applied to studies which It relies on
ass basis of concern for toxicity wheat
requiring testing as opposed to studies
It considers adequate to satisfy data
needs en the potential toxicity of e
substance. EPA therefore believes the
studyby Easinan and Jarvik Isan
adequate basis for a section 4(aX1XA)Ul
finding. Also, In this case. EPA is
Interested In the efiècts of diethyl ether
at low level, long term exposure, which.
cannot be eddressed by acute studies
run at anesthetic dose levels.

DEICG (Ref,13) commented that
there is sufficient data on the effects of
diethyl ether In both human end s&maI
studies and submitted copies of thees
studies for review.

Human experiencewith diethylether
was reviewed by KirwIn and Sendmayer
(Rat 131), Reynolds (Ret 13oJ. end the
ACZIH (Ref. 13W. These reviews
provided limited discussion of the
anesthetic effects of diethyl ether In
humans and the epperent lack of any
permanent effects after r~veyfrom
acute exposure. Although these reviews
suggest that permanent neurotoxic
ethcts do notoccur following acute.
exposure, EPA considers th, gross.
observations Inadequate for a
comprabeasiva evaluetlon of naurotmie
potential beaus. only a limited number
of iieurotoxlc endpoints were
considered. EPA agrees with Meiler
(Rat 13n) that few date exist on the
efficta of prolonged exposur. to disthyl
ether. Th. epidemiologic study of Linde
et a (Ref. 13k) that evaluated deaths
among early enesthealologists also dose
net provide dete on potantlally subtle
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neurologic effects. In this study, the
only potential indicators of
neurotoxlcity are deaths by suicide and
accident. EPA does not consider these
data adequate to indicate that diethyl
ether is not neurotoxic.

Do Grosbois et al. (Ref. 13e) studied
the effects of diethyl ether on workers
at an explosives manufacturing plant.
The 68 exposed workers were classified
according to 2 exposure levels (—1.200
mg/in’ and >1.200 mg/mg’). and also
according to 3 cumulative exposure
indices (moderate, high, and mixed
exposure). The results showed that
those exposed to diethyl ether
concentratIons >1,200mg/rn’ had
numerous pre-narcotic symptoms
(unspecified) durIng the work week.
Those exposed to —1.200 mg/rn’
complained mainly of headach. during
the first and last 3 hours of work. as well
as eye Irritation. Individuals classified
as moderately and highly exposed to
diethyl ether complained of fatigue.
sieepinees. concentration and memory
impairment. headaches and dininees,
sexual difficulties, mood instability, and
peripheral neuropathiee. The 74 control
workers were asymptometlc. Although
this study shows that diethyl ether may
be neurotoxic In humans, It does not
satisfy the requirement for SWB testing
nor give a quantitative estimate of the
effects of diethyl ether on the nervous
system (Ret 51).

In 18 human volunteers studied by
Flemming (Ref,13h). the recognition
threshold (concentration at which 30
percent of the Individuals recognized
the chemical) for diethyl ether was
reported to be 1.6 ppm; no.other
endpoints of neutotoxicity, however,
were evaluated.

DElCO provided a numberof
additional animal studies of the
neurologic effects of diethyl ether.
These studies were conducted by
Chenoweth at a). (Ref. 13d), Stevens at
at. (Ref. tsr), USEPA (Ref. 130.
Banergee and Des (Ref. 13.), Norton and
Jewett (Ref. l3p). Lembert and Von
Murthy (Ret 139, WIme and Huston
(Ref. 13W, Van Buskirk end M~augh
(Ref. tat). Mccaugh and Alpern (Ref.
13m), AM at .1. (Ret 13a), and Essmen
and Jarvik (Ref. 13g).

EPA reviewed these studies and two
reviews(Raft 131 and 13u) provided by
DEj~fFGand EPA still believes that the
testing proposed fordiethyt ether Is
necassasy. EPA Identified problems
with the submitted studies which made
them inadeauete to satisfy its data needs
(Refs. 50 aria 51). Thea. problems era
listed In Table 1, UnIt IIL.AJ of this
preamble and Include Insufficient
description of methods and results,
inadequate methods, insufficient

number of doses end animals, and the
evaluation of an insufficient number of
tissues and neurotoxidty endpoints.
øacrc (Ref. 13) expressed concern
about the safety of testing diethyl ether,
noting the lower explosive limit (LEL) is
1.85 percent (18,500 ppm) which is
below the anesthetic concentration.
Normal laboratory procedures dictate
that testing of flammable material be
done at no more than 50 percent of the
LEL and that other precautionary
measures should be taken. EPA agrees
that, for safety reasons, diethyl ether
should not be tested above. 50 percent of
the LEL since there is too great a
potential for accidentally generating an
explosive atmosphere.

DEMTG (Ref. 13) doesnotbelleve that
the data generated by the proposed
testing will help EPA determine the
potential risk from exposure to diethyl
ether, or that these data will reduce the
uncertainties In assessment of human
risk from expected exposure levels.
Further, DEMTC contends the non-
specific testing procedures pmpc.ed
will raise difficult Issues of data
interpretation, particularly the lack of
specificity of the SWB test. These
difficultieswill be complicated by
differences In response between and
within test strains of rats and mice.
Moser at al. (Ref. 13o) reported
differences in baseline functional
observational battery (FOB) values not
only between strains but between
suppliers of a givenstrain of rats.
Differences In response between and
within strains have elso been reported
by VaIzetli at at (Ret 13.) and Wlmer
and Huston (Ref. 13v).

EPA must have adequate data for
neurotoxicity in order to conduct an
adequate risk assessment. Currently,
with inadequate neurotoxicity data, it Is
impossible to determine whether
neurotoxlcity Is a more sensitive
Indicator of risk from sxposure to
dlethylether than other endpoints. The
data provided from the tests In this rule
should clarify diethyl ether’s neurotoxlc
potantlal end hence reduce the
uncertainties associated wIth risk
assessment. This reduction of
uncertaintywill occur whether a test for
neurotoxicity is specific, such as a test
that demonstrates neuropathologic
damage to certain nerves, ornon-
specific, where a test for neurotoxicity
demonstrates effects on thegeneral
function of the nervous system although
a specific physiologic lesion has not
been detected. Further, EPA does not
believe that strain difference, as
reported In the above studies, should
unduly complicate the Interpretation of
results. Strain differences, both Inter
and Intra. are commonly observed In

biologic tests, and it Is precisely fur this
reason that concomitant control group.
are used in testing rather than historical
controls and that laboratories, as a
general practice, use animals from a
single supplier. As noted by Moser et al.
(Ref. 130), “although some behaviors)
and physiological parameters showed
strain and supplier differences
conclusions concerning its [the tested
substance) neurotoxic potential in a
saeeniiig context would be similar”.

DEM’l’G (Ref. 131 commented that
EPA has underestimated the economic
impect of the proposed rule. The
manufacturer, estimate that the cost of
testing will represent 3.4 percent of

‘gross revenues. This estimate was made
by dividing the cost of testing by the 2—
year period from Initiation of testing to
submitting results. The difference In
reported economic impact results from
DEMTG asserting that all costs will be
paldout In the years that they axe
accrued, while EPA estimated that costs
will be annualized over a 15—year
period. EPA believes that costs of this
type would normallybe annualized and
has included In theestimate a cost-of-
capital figure to cover annualization.

I. MethylIsohutylKetone
OdA’s ICetones Panel (Ref. 71

commented that EPA has not lustified
its “B” finding that then is substantial
human exposure to, and release to the
environment of methyl lsobutyl ketone
(MIBK). The Panel contended that itt
release data are not sufficient for a
determination that MIBK enters the
environment In substantial quantities.
and presented an atmospheric modeling
study to support Its claims. The Ketones
Panel elso maintained that EPA must
consider the nsturs. extent, frequency,
and circumstances of MISK’s use, and
not just the numberof people exposed
to the substance, in making Its
substantial human exposure finding
under section 4(e){IXB)(i).

As stated In Unit 11.9.4 of this
preamble. EPA believes that NOES dats
are a useful tool In estimating
occupational exposure to a chemical.
EPA believes that 375,906 workers
potentially exposed to MIBK. according
to NOES data (56 FR 9107, March 4,
1991). constItutes substantial worker
exposure to 1.119K within the meaning
of TSCA section 4(aXl)(B)(iflTh. For the
reasons set forth In Units fl.A, 11.3.4,
ILLs end IL? of this preamble, EPA
bellevee that a TSCA section
4(e)(1)(B)(i)(fl) substan’iaI human
exposure finding Is valid for MIBK.

EPA doesnot agree with the Ketones
Panel that TEl deta is not a sufficient
basis for a section 4(a)(lllBXi)(l) finding.
In the proposed rule, annual release of

a
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MIBK wet listedes 29 aliBi. peaS
for 1987(56 FR 914*, JSnt 4. 1991).
According to TEl data S 1980, 31
million poundswere released to the
environment (Ref. 29). The uamputer
modelingcitedby the Panel (RL 7)
indicated that fesceline cn.nntmtions
of 1118K were below established
occupational exposure guidelines.
However, section 4(aklXBkiMI) of TSCA
indicates that a finding cesa be ..d. if
a compound eaters, ormay resooahiy
be anticipated to ante, the anvinament
in substentiel quantities, ask It makes
no mention of coatantjati~swhich.
racy result ice coaequei~of those
releases. Mthongk the modeling studies
nay predict that 24-hour.
concentrations are less,than estthli.shad
occupational exposure gi elines, these
guidelines are based on an 8—hour work
day end are not meant to protect bum
continuous 24—hour exposure. In
addition, they do not take ISo account
long-term enviri.nnnaaI burden. EPA
believes that of the sirs
deathbed in themodeling study. on a
daily basis, represent substantial entry
into the envirnm~nt.

Moreover. ,hn.i taint s provided by
CMA’s Ketones Panel Indicated that
MIEK is used In aiitings,adhesives,
cleaning agents, and printing Inks (ReS.
7f, 7i. and 79.1419K muM be present in
a large numberof commercial products
as theKatonas Penal, indiscussing di
fl7flWS exclusions for MIBX under
TSCA sectIon nIb), stated that. test
rule ~‘wouldbeburdassoaefee
thousands of formulators”. Alec, for
most coatings, adhesives. end printing
inks, EPA believes that vo6l~1~fl”flflOf
a solvent like 1419K is an lnteodsd
outcome of the use of these products.
This vohtili,stin.. will result In
additional amn”nM oI~K entering
theenvironr.nt shove end beyond the
reported releases In theTEl.

EPA concludes that the annual release
of 29 mIllion painds of t1~lCto the.
environment in 1987 end 31 mIllion
pounds in 1989 Is suMcient S.
section 4(a)(1)ffl)ftflI) finding that MIBX
enters, or may be reasonably expected to
enter, theenvirnnrnant in substantial
quantities. Its potential For releeee from
commercial andc”—— products
strengthens this conclusion.

CMA’s Katon. Panel (Ref. 7) provIded
additionaj studies on the neurototty.
of 1(19K and believes that thee dais
}usti& excluding MIBIC from the
proposed rule. These studies wee
conducted by SelkoUst al. (Ret Th3,
Goner at .1. (Raft ?e mid Sal, Sp~.r
et al. (Ret Sc), Sp.u.ar rid Scbsuntbcrg
(Ref. 713,DeCeaulTIzet.I. (Ref. 74
Aboji-DonIs at ii. (Rat. 7.), I%Ilftpset

Carnegie-Mellon lflitnS ot~—,S
(Q4WI (Raft 76 and it). aid liji. at
al. (Ret 70.

EPA reviewed the edditlonel
information provided by the Peal and
still believes that the testing proposed
for MIBK is ae~arylEek 50. 51 and
60). EPA identiüed prolMa with the
submitted studies which made them
inadequate to satisfy its data needs.
These problems am liMed inTable 1,
Unit IILA.5 at this preemble aid
indude Insufficient number .1 doses
and animals, insuffirIant cScription of
methods. no perfusion La site, use of
only one ax. use oh nnainammal. and
evaluation ofan inaa3cisat number of
neurotoxicity endpoints.

04A’s Katona Panel (Ret 7}
commented that EPA did not
ack ow adge that thestudy (Ref. 45)
cited in theproposed nil. to support the
section 4(MXIXA) finding wee
conducted ass result of a voluntary
testing agreement following
recommendation of MIBK to EPA by the
rrc. The agreed upon testing inr]n.l.d
the developmental test cited in the
proposed rule. a 90-day subcbroalc
toxicity test, and mestegenldty Si.AI..
The Panel maintained that a 90-day
study Is generally accepted by EPA.S
sectIon 4 purposes, for detenninlag
chronic risk. Following completion of
these studies, EPA stated Inc latter U,
the House of Representatives
Subcommitteeon EnvIronment. Energy
and Natural Resources that the “data are
complete” for MIBK. The Panel
contended that EPA should explain why
EPA has chosen to reopen tasi$g.
without any new data, following the
voluntary lasting agreement and the
assessment of thececiplsn..a of the
data. Thi Panel did not rniaidn the
bindlimb paralysis o~vedIn the
developmental study cited In the
proposed rule anew data Indicating a
potential for neurotoxlcily because the
paralysis occurred only at near lethal
doese and was reversible.

EPA does not agree with the Panel
that the developmental study cited in
the proposedrule Is notnew data which
suggests the pote.ntlaltr 1.08% to be
neisroto,dc. Paralysis, both permanent
and reversible, Is a gnu, and not very
sensitive, sign of neurotoxIdty~ Even
though the effects were obeerved at high
doses, the design of thedevelopmental
toxicity study did not permit assessing
more rensitive endpoInt of
neurotoxiclty which may have occurred
at lower doses. LIkewIse,there was only
an indication that the paralysis ‘was
reversibicb~—..5T.regaintag the
ability to use the hindlimb. doesnit
inure that permanent damagewa not
done to some nerve fibers, and that

following ~—~,—‘—‘ ~ this
damage mayaa~S. and remik in
dy.&.~r$i.~.Furthan when FPA
inSated that data wee iximplete, tIss
relsed solely to thea.iplstion of the
negotleted testing ~ sad
IndiatedS theteals a~J up. Sac
bee miii. itted to EPA. Neurutoxicity
wasnets ~e at the time~use
EPA had not evaluated theneusoxicit
data needs of 1419K because ft laud no
neteatoxicity teat S&fnes in plait.
EPA believes that uvaluation of 1q
needs Si chemical Isa .ln
procen which Is influent~tvcay
scientific ad social ~eng. end
because of this, it would S unlikely
theta- tcosldnerbesedetS
cornpies. data are nilthl. on any
chemical For enmple. EPA ~idpaSs
that some eubetana. nmsldeed to bees
been thoroughly tested are
candidates to be evaluated S
ImmtsnotoxlcoAojcal effects, bid EPA
does not airreotFy hive test guidelines
to es such e~ts.
K. Z’Ethoxyethanol

CIM’s Glycol Ethers Panel (Rat 6).
e’mninii that the proposa4 nile
overstates th. potential S ~!p’~”*to
2-athexyetbaol (2-a) sad that
imt&rw.t regulatIon of 2-EE by OSRA
will further reduce occupations]
exponire (Ref. 6.), The Panel provided
on’sltemonitoring data to support Its
exposure claims (Raft 8, BC 6g. and Sa
me Panel maintainedthat psvductloe
levels of 2’-ethcxyethanolhave dropped
frost 1983 to 1990, 1*7 million to 10$
million pounds, and that this 4.rllaa
has resulted in Sewer uses and lass
exposure. The Panel (Rat6) rnnuna~c
that z—a is no longer used in ninnn~
products, but only in industrial
products The Panel Also maintained
that release of 2-a to thesttvlronmS
has deaeed substantially from 1987 t
1989,2.9 mIllion pounds to 1.8 millIon
pounds (Raft Sand 20), and that future
emissions are likely to drop below
EPA’s releas. threshold of I million
pounds. EPA agrees with theGlyS
EthersPanel that, when the OSHA
regulation become, effective.
occupational exposure to 2-EE is likely
to be lower than estimated in the
proposed rule. and appreciates the
additional information on woáer and
w,’n’ exposure submitted for
review. However. EPA does not agree
that a ethsantlal human exposure
Rndlng under TSCA section
415x1)wxl)(m Is inappropnate.
lb. Panel (Ref. 6)commented that

NO~dale Indicating that 233,418
workers are potentially exposed to z-a
Is oventatedand based on outdated
data. The Panel eat)mated that less than
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10,000 workers are potentially exposed
to 2—FE in the wswkp lace, with 400 of
this number involved in production and
distribution (Ref. 6). EPA notes that its
threshold for substantial worker
exposure is 1.000 workers 58 FR 28736.
May 14. 1993) and that the estimate of
worker exposure provided by the Panel
exceeds this threshold by an order of
magnitude (tenfold) .Other data which
also demonstrate worker exposure to 2—
FE were presented in OSHA’s proposed
glycol ethers standard (58 FR 15526.
March 23. 1993) and Its supporting
documentation. Table VlU—2 (58 FR
15382 and 15583. March 23. 1993)
presented data estimating that 45,786
workers are exposed to four glycol
ethers, of thIs number 21.992 workers
are exposed to 2—EE (Ret 71). EPA
concludes that worker exposure data
contained in the proposed rule, the dat
provided by the manufacturers. and the
data in OSHAa proposed standard
clearly indicate that there Is or may be
substantial occupational exposure to 2.-
FE. which provides adequate support
fort TSCA section 4(al(1flB}(il(ll)
substantial human exposure finding for
2-FE.

The Glycol Ethers Panel also
commented that occupational exposure
was in the range of 0.03 to 0.7 ppm end
that this compared so ~vorablywith
OSHA’s permissible exposure limit
(PEt) of 200 ppm that EPA’s exposure
finding was not justified (Ref. 6). EPA.
however, did not make a finding for
“significant’ occupational exposure
based on concentrations to which
workers are eipoeed. Instead. EPA made
a finding for “substantial” exposure
based on the number of workers
potentially exposed. Also. although
CMA cited the future OSHA regulation
of 2—FE as a reason for not Sting. C1~4A
failed to mention the possibility that the
revised OSHA standard might Include a
lower PEt thus weakening their
argument that actual exposure
concentrations are well within the
permissible limit. Subsequent to OAA’s
submission of these comments. (]SRA
proposed a health standard for 2—FE
which did indeed Include a much tower
PEt of 0~5ppm as an 8-hour time-
weighted average (56 FR 15516, March
23, 1993).

In a letter dated April 23.1993. the
Panel cited OSHA’s proposed health
standard for glycol ethers (58 FR 15526.
March 23. 1993) and claimed that most
workplace exposures are generally low,
i.e., below 1.0 ppm (Rat. 73). EPA
reviewed OSHA’s proposed health
standard which presented data on
exposure by lob category. The data
showed that of 25 job categories with.
exposure to 2—FE, four have exposures

in the range of 1.98 to 7.9 ppm (58 FR
15582, March 23. 1993). and an
estimated 1,949 workers are exposed to
2—FE over the proposed PEt (Ref. 72),
Based on these data,. it appears that,
although not proposed. EPA could have
made a finding for “significant”
exposure as well as “substantial’
exposure to 2—FE.

The Panel also challenged EPA’,
exposure finding by commenting that
production levels have declined from
187 to 108 million poundsand that
solvent use has declined from 7 toO
percent EPA motes that 6 percent of 108
million is 6.5 million pounds which is
still considerable use for solvent
purposes. The Panel also commented
that 43 percent of 2—FE is exported. the
implication being that no American
workers or consumers are exposed
during the useol 2—FE. This
information has a bearing on the
exposure o the end user of 2—FE. but it
does not affect theexposure of the
worker, involved in the manufacture.
processing, and distribution of 2—FE,
which industry concedes is less than
10,000 workers and OSHA estimates to
be nearly 22.000 workers~When 10.000
to 22,000 workers are engaged in the
annual production, processing and
distribution of 108 million pounds, EPA
believes there is substantial potential
exposure.

Concerning consumer exposure, the
Glycol Ethers Panel (Ref. 6) provided
labels from the two manufacturers oft—
FE indicating that 2—FE should not be
used in consumer products, but did not
indicate how the manufacturers can be
certain their warnings are heeded. ho
survey of customers was performed to.
determine if 2—FE is formulated into
consumer products. The Panel also
provided a 1984 letter from the CPSCto
EPA (Ref. 6) stating that 2—FE is not In
consumer products, but another
submission Iron, the Panel (Ref. eli)
indicated that as of 1990. the tYSC
regarded consumer exposure to 2—EE as
~l~ly or possible.” Given the
insufficient and conflicting nature of
this information, EPA could not
conclude that there is no potential
consumer exposure to 2—FE.
Consequently, EPA questioned
purchasers of 2—FE concerning the
possible formulation of 2—FE into
consumer products. Although every
purchaser of 2—FE could not be
contacted. EPA did not discover any
consumer use of 2—FE (Ref. 74).
Therefore. EPA is not makings section
4taMI)(BR1)lfl) finding for 2—FE bawd
on consumer exposure.

EPA does not agree with the Panel
that releases of 2—FE to the environment
are not substantial within the meaning

ofTSCA section 4(a)(1j(B)(i)fl). The
Panel (Ref. 6) commented that ‘FRI data
indicated that emissions of 2—FE are
declining, and that 1990 releases are
likely to be below EPA’s threshold oft
cnillion pounds. EPA believes that the
Panels estimates of future emissions are
speculative. Moreover. EPA does not
believe that the Panel provided
sufficient data to support its argument
that environmental releases will have
decreased by approximateLy 50 percent
in 1 year. EPA notes that manufacturers
provided 1989 ‘FRI data indicating that
1.8 million pounds of 2—FE were
released to the environment. This value
clearly exceeds the environmental
release threshold of I million pounds
specified by EPA (38 FR 28736, May 14,
1993). Given the available data. EPA
concludes th~ta TSCA section
4(aJ(tRB3t()) substantial release finding
is also valid for 2—FE,

EPA does not agree with the Glycol
Ethers !anel that imminent OSHA
regulation negates the need for testing
under TSCA. OSHA regulations seek to
protect only the worker population and
are based on available toxicity data. Thu
fact that an Agency decides to regulate
based on available data does not
preclude EPA from seeking testing
under TSCA for significant health and
environmental effects data gaps which
may identify emote sensilive endpoint.
Also. OSHA’s regulation on 2—FE is
only in the proposal stage and a final
nile may not be promulgated for 1 tot
years. Whet OSHA’s final rule will
require concerning level of protection,
controls, or monitoring can not be
determined at this time although EPA
agrees with the Panel that the future
OSHA rule should reduce worker
exposure. However, a reduction may not
be guaranteed In every cas, when
engineering and administrative controls
are not feasible and personal protective
equipment is relied onto achieve
compliance with the OSHA standard.
There is some uncertainty coâcsniug
the actual protection provided by gloves
and respirators because the employee
must be motivated to use the .ewJi pment
and use it properly for it to be effective.
Becaus, of the uncertainties involved at
this stage of OSHA’s regulatory efforts,
EPA believes that it is justified in
requiring development of test data to
assess the potential risks posed by the
continued potential for substantia~
occupational exposure to 2-El.

a4A’sGlycolEthers Panel (Ret 6)
commented that the available toxicology
data demonstrate that there is no need
for additional testing because existing
data are sufficient and provided copies
ofadditional nudist-forconsideration.
These studies were conducted by Barbee
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at a]. (ReL 6.), Faster et aL (Ret Sc),
Werner at a), (Rat Si). Gill and Nagley
(Ref. 64), and Doe at aL (Ref. Sb).

EPA reviewed the additionalstudies
provided by the Glycol Ethers Panel
regarding the possible neurotoxic effects
of 2—EE and still believes the testing
proposed for 2-FE Is necessary. EPA
identified problems with the submitted
studies which made them inadequate to
satis~rits data needs (Refs. 50 and 51).
These problems are listed in Table 1.
Unit IILA.5 of this preamble and
include insufficient exposure duration.
insufficient description ofmethods, no
in situ perfusion, and the evaluation of
an Insufficient number of neurotoxicaty
endpoints.

Dr. Gill (Ref. 6) commented that the
summary of the Nelson at a). studies,
used by EPA as th. basis for its TSCA
section 4(aXl)(A)Q) finding for 2—FE,
overstated the significance of the studies
and incorrectly inlirred that exposure
concentration-related changes were
observed in tests of neuromuscular
function, exploratory activity, and
aversive learning. EPA did state thet the
reported rJ..ngr.a were statistically
significant according to Nelson at sL.
and that more effects were seen at the
higher doss, hut it did not stats or in~
that these changes demonstratsd a dose-
response relationship, which in acme
cases they did not Nelson at .1. (ReS.
38 and 39) exposed pregnant Sprague-
Dawlay rats to 0, 100, or 200 ppm 2—FE
(24—18/group) duringgestation days 7—
13, Behavioral tsaing was conducted on
the pups up to 60 days ofage. In the
pups. rotarodperfor~’”°was
impaired at the two highest
concentration levels of 2—FE, but the
effect we notdose-related. Open field
activitywu deceased it 200 ppm Gaily
on one of the teat days.Opa field
latency wee increased only In 11*100
ppm group. Results from the macart (sat
were mixed in the 200 ppm group with
inceasal performance on day 10, buat
deceased perfosmasa on day U.
Avoidance avaeas a’ shuttle ba ware
decreased in the200 ppm group,
whereas the mesa numberof shocks
received in20 thaI. and tea seconds
shocked wise not diSsent amosig
groupt Operant bshsvls was not
significantly altad by 2—FE treatment,
As with some nsurobebsvloral studies,
th, results axe not ay to interpret The

• results from Nelson at ml. tRek 38 and
• 39) show some effects on

response of thepapa alter pmnits)
rW. to 2-FE, but &ius’responaa

relstso~apswere not clearly
established, In general, as Indicated by
Nelson it a). (~, 39) and also by 1k
Gall (Rd.6). t~ iaalas & a palm it
deceased neuromoter fwttioc, which

EPA belisves also suppcrts its TSCA
section 4(aJ(1)~A)(i)finding.
L TestingProgrorn

2. Tithngoftests.Q’4A (Ret 3)
commented that a tiered approach to
testing would be more coat eSctin Mr
this and future neurotoxicity endpoint
rules. CMA argued that, tiered
approach would permit saucing tests
to be pertained first, and only If the
results ofthe scessing tests we positive
should additional ascend tiertsetlngba
—. CIA— that the first
tier consist of a nsbthroojc fwictloesk
observational battery (FOB) and
neuropathology; a .a~dtier, decided
on a case-by-case basis, could Include
motor activity (MA] sad behavior tests.
C4A also suggested theta eubchronic
study of 28 days duration may be
appropriate since the Office of Pesticide
Programs (OVP) recently revisad its
guidelines for — newotoxlcfty for
organophospbons substances from 90
to 28 days In duration andO&D
guidelines allow Mrs range oftest
duration..

Similar comments were expressed In
reference to MIBX by CIA’s Katooss
Panel (Ref. 7), DuPont (Ret 15) also
suggested a two-tierapproach, except
that the first tier should be scale FOB
and MA tests and th. second tin should
be a subchronlc FOB, MA, and
neuropathology. Dir Pont furtherstated
that a tin approach was outlined In the
0Th report on neurototty, used ins
previous TSCA test rile on
uns..h.titutsd phsnytmn.dL.mia~(40
GEt 799.3300), andha.been used for
other trnrit~nInglraidnointa ast as
msnkitylnothertast nile (52 FR
21318, Jim. & 1987; Ufl 913.Jaauay
14, 1988). Meessuso (RsL 17) also
commented tint testingshosald be lAnai
with the flrstderamnsisting of a
subckronic FOB test and
newopathoiw asad the second tin
required on a case’by-cass basis
consisting of co~uftvsfu~onaid
behavior taste sling with acute testing
and assessments ofssvasMlity of
effects after acute exposure. In Stssd
approach proposed by The Dow
Chemical Company (Rat 14). thus lien
would he used. The first would be a
classical subthrfl study withFOB,
M4~,and neuropathology(A~sfl~by
immersion), thesecond tierwould baa
suhrè.n,ie study with the Wgh doe S
below doses which cain symic
tu~atywhich would baSpsrdate
lntalwststltm and withF~,MA,
neuropathology (prfrScfl, ad ruksd
potentials battery included. ad lbs
third tier would asses. cogniths
functions in a subchronic study.

As iaditaSd in the propoeea rule.
BPA has a concasu about the
neurotoxicity of solvents as a class, and
this is supported by the discussion in
Gasarett and Doull’s Toxicology (Ref.
47) which was cited in tha proposed
nil.. Because EPA believes the
likelihood is high that neurotaxic eScts
wll be produced, there is less
justification to uses tiered approach. A
tiered approach will result In delays In
receiving valuable dsta due to the added
tims needed to review first tier data, ad.
becasma tests would not be pnb~
concurrently. While EPA apeas that
tiered testing is a valid and amt
eScftn methcd of screening
substances, and appreciates the nin, of
this apprita as indicated by Itsa of
tiered testing in other test rules, the
different tSs proposed for first and
second lien In the above comments
indicate th.t there Is no universal
agrecant on what constitutes a first
tierba.,.,, In addition, while tiered
tasting is particularly useful for
scanning a large number ol substances
for whith there is no indication that
positS, results will be produced, EPA
.believes that there is a high pmbslMlity
that these compounds are neurotoxic
awats. For these reasons, EPA bsllwee
lb. lasts required Ira this rule constitute
a Justifiabl. testing program that will
result In the development of testing data
n—7 to reasonably determine or
predict thenauritoxic effects of these
solvent..

2. fleas niedion.CIA (Ref. 3)
commented that interpretation of data
from di. gh4~ingroup would be
difficult a the high dose group is
currently defined In the pmpoeed rule.
becaupe substances which are highly
irritating mayaffect breathing patterns
and this. In turn. may have an e~ecton
nsurobehavlorul. learning and memosy
endpoints in the test animals. CIA
suggested that the concentration which
results in a reduction in breathing rate
(RDSO) be used ~the high does rather
then a concentration which results In
clear neurotoxic eff~ctsor LS flfl life
threatening.

EPA bsth,es that clearly
demonatrated behaviorsI effects are
valid thtefl. for the high dose. EPA
acknowledges, however, that the
o~unenceof toxic effect! on other
orgen systems In addition to the nervous
system would require careful analysis to
determine whether the behavioral

were secondary to toxicant
Induced thsnges in other organ systems
or more directly neurotoxic.

3. ObsernSn/testingtimes. Dow
(Ref. 14)cxnmented that EPA should
modify the~urotoxidty test guidelines
for.S0tlflc and technitsi reasons. Duw
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noted that theguidelines hr the teasing
of acute motor ectivity require testing to
be conducied at. times that include the
peak signs of toxicity. Dow dated that
the time of — signals likely to be
during exposure, but tasting cannot be
conducteduntil after thechamber has
been vented which takes 30 to 35
minutes. If the elimination of the
solvent from the brain is rapid, then the
results that are generated may be
worthless. Dow believes that other teat.
(eg.. evoked potentialor EEC) should be
substituted which can be used while thu
animal Is baing exposed. Although EPA
would prefer to have the motor activity
and. SCOB tests conducted during
exposure. EPA doss notconsider it
practical to require testing In th,
inhalation chamber at this time.
Therefore, EPA requires that testing be
dons as quickly as possible after
exposure. EPA also believes that Dow’s
estimate of 30 to 35 mInutes to vents
chamberseems an unusually lengthy
period of thusand that some adjustment
here might allow psaksagns tobe
measured iOOihU In thepost-exposure
observatIon/testIng period. EPA Is
interested in motor activity ass
quantified Ind.x of arousalof the test
animal sad doss not acrept that Dow’s
poposal has justified using other tests
(e.g.. evoked potential orEEC) Insteadof
acute motor activity.

Dow also commented that hr theFOB
test, observations are required at 1,6,
and 24 baum, and commented that It Is
not clear if thes. times dart from the
beginning of exposure or start at the end
of the 6-,hour exposure. IfS time starts
at thebeginnIng, then it Is not poasibis
to make all of the observations at 1 hour,
which is during the exposure, and If
time starts at termination of expoein.
then theobssrvatlcns ate hours would
require an extended work —. The lisa,
for FOB observations fir theacute
and forth. first exposure In the
subcbronlc FOB is at th. terminatlen of
expoanre, aMhougb It Is an established
scientific practice to record those
observations that can be mad. during
the exposure period. Toclarify further,
aaording to th, guideline,all animals
should be observed prier to Initiation of
exposure. Also, subesquant to the first
exposure In theavbchronlc FOB, all
observations should be made befere the
dailya~osnConcerning the length of
the work day. EPA believes extended
work day,own In many testing
situations and this should not beu
major abated, to amductlng the— Sass.

4. SthsthsM-~bvDedopsrwst
bJ.nia Mat. AJHC (Ref. i). ~A’a
Clycol Qhn Penal (Rat. 6),0. Pat
(Ref. lflMo.aeMo (Rat 17).USa

Carbide (Rat 19),end Dr. R.A. Neal
from Vanderbilt University (EeL 25)
commented that the validity of the
schedule-controlled operantbehavior
(SCOB) test conducted under EPA
guidelines has not been fmniy
established by systematic studies. EPA
does not agree..SCflB has been used for
over 40 years to study nervous system
function. SWB has been shown to be
affected by brain lesions, many
to,dcants. and by virtually every
category ofpsychoactive drugs,
hundreds of which hive been cited In
the open literature. Moreover. &X)B has
had extensive us ass tool hr
assessment of the role of specific beta
~egIoas/psthwsya,issioning techniques,
and blochrnalnl pre4restmesits such as
receptor antagonists. In studying the
mechanism or action of drug effects on
behavior. There are, moreover.
considerable toxicity data on SCOB and
solvents, pesticides, and metals which
have been gathered in many laboratories
ovar the last 20 years. Clearly, there Is.
a long standing research tradition and

•rich database on SCt)8 a ~pand to
many methods In use In rsgulatsry
toxicology.

CMA’s CIyail &hars Panel (EeL 6).
Dii Pont (Rat 15), Monsanto (Ref. 17).
Union Carbide (Ref. 19), and Dr. LA.
Neal from Vanderbilt University (Ref.
25) considered some definitions In the
guidelines to be unclear, Is, whathsr or
not a change In response rats represents
an adverse effect. As asked bywengsr
(Nsf. 421 “Isa decrease atwaysbad and
an Increase always good?” Although the
answer maynot be perfectly clear in
every case. EPA believes that there are
no special difficulties In the
Interpretation of SWB data. Disruptions
in the rate orpattern of an organism’s
behavior obtained In studies that ers
scientifically valid, La., found to be
statistIcallyand toxicologically
significant, are generally considered to
be sdvns. ‘This Is easily understood by
analogy to thedepressant effects of
alcohol, the confused behavior of people
under the Influence ofalcohol, or the
stimulant affects of saveScups of
coffee. Of course, ultimately what Is
“adverse” ~ be a social Judgment, but
It is reasonable to assume that most
people would not desire such efthcts
from inadvertent exposures. and that
public safety would also axgua sgein4
them.

The MMC (Ref. fl provided references
to snail studies which have not
demaistretad a coSnit relatlmshlp
between SWB pSormarice and
nn.tuxlclty as .u.nazwd by other

tests. In response,WA notes that ItS
sot particufarly rmcommou that
conflicting results an obtained between

di~rentteats 01 naimotoxicity. This is
to be .e.p~rsed,since the different test.
are evaluating di~retfinictiors of the
nervous system~sad the mason for
requesting difL..ut tests is based on the
assumption that some tests maypr~vidw
negative results while others will
provideposItive results or signillcant
di~’enasin the does-response
relationship. For example, the well
known neurotoxicant tetrodotoxin
completely blocks sodium channels
leading to block.ge of the action
potential, paralysis, and death.
Neurop.tholo~lSassessments of the
navesby histological methods. or even
by the use ofelectron microacopy of
sain.k treated with this compound, do
not reveal any alterations in the nerve
fibers. Another example would be that
the macurn of motor function, such as
fl strength. would not be modified if
a few axons In the motor nerve were
undergoing degeneration, although
neuropathologywould detect these
changes. These examples support the
rationale that batteries of tests should be
used In assessing neurotoxicity, and that
there is no a priori reason that the SCDB
test would not be a useful addition to
such a battery of tests

The AIHC(Ret 1) stated that “data
gaasntsd under the SWB guideline as
proposed by EPA will not permit any
Inference, to be made about learning
and memory becaus, animals will be
exposed to the chess. after being
trained to perfonn a task.” Similar
opinions ~e expressed by CMA (Ref.
3), QdA’s Ketone Panel (Ret 7), CMA’s
Oxo Pr..~Panel (Ref. 9), Dow (B.?.
14). Dii Port (Ret 15), Monanto (Ret
17), UnIon CaStle (Ref. 19). and
DQC1t (Ed. 13). EPA does not agree.
Although the SWB measures theeffect
on the purisasca of a complex task.
operantbaAavlor refers to behavior that
is aalubed, I.e., learned and maintained
by Its ~ssquacse. more generally,
.....a. aid punIshments. Schedules of
reinforcement t to nile.that specify
what respan will be reinforced and
when. SItS Is a set of methods for
assessing the ..ua.Itlvity of organisms to
envlronwntal conditions that may S
varied In a nnm~of ways to study the
ability of osgales to adept to change.
The database.SWB compiled over
the latalyesrs has shown that
schadulse ofreinhrcement determine
brAthe rate and tnn of i~onses
over time. Thea rates and patterns have
been shown to have braid genersllty
case spades and to be reliablyafficted
by many environmental itang..,
dI~snt~ of tht~and several
otherclass ofaJL.1-~ IrJng
ruSe to the (noses. In prubsbillty oft
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response &illowing.the association of
the respo~ieewitheither en eliciting
stimulus (Pavlovian cxmditboningj w~
with reinforcement (operant
conditioning). Memory refers to the
likelihood of a learned response after
some temporal delay following training.
Learning end memory cannot be directly
observed but can only be Inferred born
changes in behavior. Learningand
memory are broad constructs that cover
many varied and complex functions that
cannot be simply studied in humans, let
alone in animals. A comprehensive
assessment of learning and memory
requires an extensive test battery.
Regular performance under a ecbedule
of rein~ceinentIs a complex pattern of
learned bebavior and Is an index of the
organism’amemory of the task as well
as a measure of its ongoing moment by
moment adaptation to its environment.
Thus. deficits in performance of a
complex task represents failure of an
ongoing adaptation to the environment
fundamental to the learning process.
EPA therefore believes the SWB Is
currently the best single test for the
assessment of complex behavior
dependent on learning and memory.

Dr. D. Cory-Slechta from the
University of Rochester (Ret 23).though
supportive of the Inclusion of the SCX)B
test in the rule, disagreed with the type
of schedule proposed. I.e., themultiple
flxed.ratio, differential reinforcement of
low rate (unit FR DEL) schedule. Sb.
commented that this schedule will
mostly reflect changes in response rate
per se rather than measure learning and
memory and recommended the use of a
multiple fixed-ratio, fixed-Interval (mult
FR Fl) schedule. Dr. Weiss of the
Universityof Rochester also considered
the mult FR Fl sch.dule to bean equally
valid choice (Ref.24). Th mat
extensive data base of themult FR Ft
wasan additional reason presented to
support this choice (Raft 22 and 23).
Dr. Cory-Slechta also preferred themulti
FR Fl because change. In DEL response:
rates will affect the rate of
reinforcement.which may evoke
compensatory mSisnismethat would
prevail over teat .nbthaan ~
Moreover, lone tntarssponslv. times
(IRTI resulting from d.nasss In
response ratesatbigh Joeee will
produce apparent Increase In the
animal’s ability to space Its responses In
reel time (Ref. 42).

EPA has reviewed thecomments on
the advantages and disadvantages of
different schedules and has decided to
revise its modification o~
§ 79t8500(d)(BXv) and require the smut
FR FT schedule of reInkrcsment which
was discussed under liaise far
cdmsant lath, proposed nuts a.

possible alternative schedule. EPA has
several reasons for selecting this
schedule. The multi PIFR schedule, as
noted by several cosnmenten, has a
broad data base. Also, quality assurance
questions can be easily addressed by
analysis of rate and pattern of
performance because the characteristic
pattern ofFl and FR performence has
broad generality acrose species, and
does not depend to any greet degree on
the particular response or reinforcer
used In a study. SWB response rates
maintained by Fl schedules can also be
inaeesed.ae well as deceesed by
solvents. In addition. dieruptione In the
for FR response patterns provide
evidence of a specificity of effect on the
nervous system that cannot be ascribed
to changes in motivation, malaise, or an
inability to perform. Finally. Ft and FR
schedules have been extensively used to
study the effects of many solvents, and
quantitative approaches have already
been advanced by Dews, at al. (Ref. 56~
and Glowa (Ref. 57) for quantitative risk
assessment, I.e., benchmark doses.
making better use ofthe data than
conventional NOELa.

AIHC(Ref.1) commented on the large
number of animals that would be
necessary Jo conduct a SWB teat
according to the guideline requirements
and the attendant logistical problems;
EPA widerstandstheseconcerns and
ha decided that an screptable
alternative to the guideline requirement
would be the testing of animals of the
same sex if at least 10 animals.per dose
level and control are used. This
alternative is listed under S
799.5050(bXi)(llIL

5. SCOBas aflat tier test. The ABIC
(Ref. 1) commented that the SWB Is not
appropriate for Inclusion In a
neurotoxicity screening battery. The
AINC states that although the SQ)B test
baa definite role In neurotoxicity
testing, “Its role should be reserved for
more advanced questions about the
behavioral eI~ctsof a compound and
not nan Initial .csanment.” This
opinion was shared by the GAAs..
Icetone Panel (Ref. 7), GAAs Oxa
Process Panel (Ref. 9). DoPont lEaf. 15),
Monsanto iRef. 17). aDd Dr. LA. Heel
(Vanderbilt Univenity) (Rat 25). The
submitters furthercited a study by
Moser and MscPhall (Rat 2$) Is which
the Investigators examined the
sensitivity of three tests (FOB. motor
activity, and SWB). for Identifying the
low observed e~ctlevels (LOAELe) for
six known nauwttw~naThis study Is
cited by the submittS asevidenc.that
SIte should only be Included t
other neuroroxicity teats ban been.
completed.

EPA reviewed thi study by Moser and
MacPtiall (Ref. 28) and found that.
althoufl each of tha six substance,
tested bad a similar effective dose rangi
across the different tests, the three test
methods clearly assess different aspects
of the overall nervous system function
of the rat. Forth. chemicals tested, the
FOB was an equally or more sensitive
test than th. motor activity or operant
tests, while the motor activity and
operant behavior tests were equally
sensitive In most case. Moser end
Macflail (Ref. 2BJ concluded that
although the FOB and motor activity
may be expected to adequately detect
neurotoxicity of unknown subetana
operant behavior Sting can also
characterize the actions and possible
mechanisms of action of neurutoxicants.
Theconclusions of Moser end MacPh.D
(Ref. 28) are in egreement with earlier
remarks ofan expert subpanel of the
Science Advisory Panel of the Office of
Pesticide Programs regarding
neurotoxlcity testing that motor activity
and SCOB do not always measure the
same thing end that some effects might
be missed if SItS were a second tier
test (Ref. 40). EPA, therefore, concludes
that the SItS test can provide valuable
Inkrmatlon about the neurotoxic
properties of the substances Is this nile.
This nile does not require’ simple
screening test program, but is aimed at
the epecific kinds of neurotoxicity
known or suspected to be essociated
with chronic solvent exposure. As such.
inclusion of SItS will provide
meaningful data with respect to
complex neurobebavioral and cognitive
function.
PA. Casio/Testing

C24A and its Clycol EthersPanel
(Raft. 3 and 8) commented that there is
insufficient experiencewith theSQ3B
test for either EPA or(NA to reliably
estimate thecost of testing. (NA noted
that although a reliabl, estimate cannot
be made. Industry scientists believe the
true cost could be twofold to threefold
greeter than EPA has indicated. Dow
(Ref. 141 believed EPA’s estimate was
low because several subchrosic studies
(about $150,000 each) mayhav, to be
conducted on each chemical, and there
will be development cats for pilot
research which couldadd an additional
$75,000 to the overall cats of the study.

EPA believes that It baa mad. a
reasonabl. esthnala of the coat of the
SItS test. EPA has and the boat
InSnzatlon available, and the
comments by (NA have pnwlded ne.
substantial data to demonstrate that
WA’s estimate Is too low.Tb. estimate
by Dow S the coat of báronic
teatlijjsnry â.sM w aS by
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EPA. EPA does not agree withDow that
several subchronic tests will be required
for each substance. EPA believes these
multiple studies would only be required
if the tiered testing approach proposed
by Dow and outlined above were
adopted in the final nile. In addition, as
noted by EPA in the proposed rule, it ía
anticipated that the sponsor might
combine subchronic tests, which would
reduce the cost of testing for a given
substance. EPA also believes it is likely
that other types of cooperation will
occur between 9ponsors thatwill
substantially reduce the cost of any pilot
research not considered in the economic
analysis.
N. LabcrntozyCapacity

AIHC (Ref.1), (MA (Ref. 3), (NA’s
Oxo Process Panel (Ref. 9), Dow (Ref.
14).DEMTG (Ref. Ia), and Monsanto
(Ref. 17) commented that there is
insufficient laboratory space to conduct
the required testing since laboratories
~ required that have expertise in both
inhalation toxicology and
neurotoxicology. The commenters stated
that the surveys used by EPA to assess
laboratory capacity assessed the
capacity to conduct neurotoxicity and
inhalationstudies separately, while an
infonnal survey conducted by AIHCof
nine major contract tssting laboratories
indicated that only one or two could
conduct the requir.d testing. In
addition, the commenters noted that
EPA recently announced a data~call4n
for neurotoxicity tests for certain
pesticides and also annotinced requiring
neurotoxicity testing for pesticides
requiringnew registration. The
cominenters maintained that any
available laboratory capacity would be
eliminated by these other EPA actions.
DuPont (Ref. 15) also Indicated that
laboratory capacity may be limited If the
SCOB test is not deleted from.the final
rule, and further requested at least a 9—
month extension on each test to allow
for scheduling of ithoratory space (it
was noted that this lathe time needed
to reserve space in their laboratory).

Dr. a McMillaia (Ref. 22) commented
that there are sufficient scientists
available to staff new contract
laboratories In neurotoxicity and that
there is adequate laboratory space to
conduct tests on 20 substanc&yeer~
however. he believes that space may
become severely limited if tests were
required on as many as SI) substances/
year. Dr. D. Coiy-Slechta (Ref. 23)
suggested the time frame for obtaining
results for this first set of substances in
the endpoint rule might be Inaeased to
allow for the hiring and establishment
of additional quslifled personnel, but
maintained~that If subsequent chemicals

UfldSdtothefljlI,tketwle &IRS1I
outlined in theptoposed rule should be
adequate.

EPA believes that ther. will S
sufficient laboratory space to comply
with this nile (Rule. 48 and 49). EPA
antici pates that despite the demand for
laboratories to conduct neurotoxicity
testing under the Federal Insecticide,
Fungicide end Rodentidde Act (FWRA),
there wiU be adequat. capacity to
accommodate neurotoxicity testing of 10
additional substance. under this nile,
However, to assist the test sponsor in
scheduling laboratory space, EPA has
decided to extend the due dates for the
SCOB teat from 21 to 24 months for
three of the chemicals, from 21 to 30
months for three other chemicals, and
from 21 to 36 months for th. remaining
four chemicals. The order in which
these chemicals should be tested Is as
follows:

First sot of three chemicals:
acetone
1-butenot
ethyl acetate
Second set of three chemicals:
methyl Isobutyl keton.
2-ethoxyetbanol
diethyl ether
Third set of four chemicals
n-butyl acetate
Isobutylsinibol
~abydmfonn
n.amyl ntats

Thecriteris used S establishing the
above order were proposed In Unit 1W
of the proposed nile. Th. substances to
be. tested first would be those with
4(a)(lflA) and 4(aKl)(B) findings and
ranked scxording to production volume
as reported In the proposed nile. Those
substances with the largest production
volumes would be required to be tested
first, followedby those substances with
the next largest volumes. The
substances with only a section 4(aXl)(B)
exposure finding would be tested next
and likewise ranked a~ondIngto
production volume as reported In the
proposed rule. No comment was
received on this method of prioritizing
the chemicals for testing.
0.Export Notijicouon Requirements

(NA (Ref. 3) commented that
requiring exporters, underTSCA section
12(b); to notify EPA annually of the
substances they export which are
subject to this nile will be veiy
burdensome and that a mjnjneis
exemption should be allowed for
substances present In smell
concentrations in exported products.

EPA realizes that annual export
notification for th. substances to be

tested under this rule may be
burdensome. EPA has proposed to oiler
some relief to exporters by requiring a
onethne notice instead of an annual
notice. That proposal was published in
theF.dsralRsgisteron;uJy 12.1989
(54 FR 29524).Currently. EPA is in the
process of issuing a final rule.
III. Final TestingRequirements
A. Findings

EPA is basing the final health effects
testing requirements on the authority of
section 4{e](1)(A) and (B) oITSCA. EPA
finds that: available data indicate that
six of the substances may present an
unreasonable risk of injury to human
health based on preliminary information
suggesting that these substances may
produce neuroto,dc effects and upon the
potential human exposure to these
substances. EPA also finds that all 10
substances are produced in substantial
quantities; there is or may be substantial
human exposure to all It) substances:
and there Is or may be substantial
environmental release of four of these
substances. Moreover, EPA has
concluded that there are insufficient
data and experience to reasonably
determine or predict the neurotoxic
effects from manufacturing, processing,
use. end disposal of these substances,
and testing Is necessary to develop these
data.

EPA published a general policy
statement under TSCA section
4(aUl)(B)(l) (the ~‘B”policy) in which it
articulated its aiteria for making
findings underthis provision (58 FR
28136, May14. 1993). The ~B”policy
was developed In response to the April
12.1990 decisIon in GAlA v. EPA (Ref.
26) in which the Court remanded to
EPA the ISCA section 4 rule for cumene
to “articulate the standards or criteria
on the basis of which it foundthe
quantities of cumene entering the,
environment from the facilities in
question to be ‘substantial’ and human
exposure potentially resulting to be
‘substantiaL” Although not mandated
by the cumene decision. EPA also
articulated the criteria for substantial
production and substantial and
significant human exposure in the “B”
policy.

EPA proposed the neurotoxicity test
ruleunderTSCA section 4(aXl)(B)
withoutwaitingforthe”B” policytobe
proposed and published in the Federal
Register for comment by exercising the1option of articulating the criteria used it
making findings under TSCA section
4(aX1)(B) In the specific proposed rule
(56 PR 9110—9111. March 4,1991). EPA
did not base Its section 4(a)(t)(B)
findingin this ruleon the “B” policy,

. ,. .1,1
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although the findings In this tule are
consistentwith the policy. For the
reasons set forth In the proposed rule
(Id.). In the response to the comments
section of this notice. and in the
discussion below, EPA believes that it
has clearlyarticulated the bases for its
findings under sections 4(a$1)(A) and
(B) of TSCA in support of the required
testing.

1. fiJi 20 substances are or will be
produced in substantial quantities. The
prodi&ctiim volumes of all of the
substances subject to this test rule are
listed on the TSC& sectIon 8(b)
Inventory. Other sources of more recant
production data have been evaluated to
update theTSCA Inventory data (see
Economic Impact Analysis). EPA has
reviewed these data and baa found that
the reported productionvolume of each
substance (0.4 mIllion to 2.4billlon
pounds per year) Is substantial. EPA
believes ItIi reasonable to Interpret
substantial production tomean large
production, and that 94 million pounds
isa large amount of production.
Furthermore, only ii perant of the
substances reported In connection with
the TSCA section 8(b) Imuntoryof the
substances in commerce have annual
production volumes over 1 million
pounds (Ret 64). EPA believes that it is
reasonable to conclude that this small
group ci substances (I.e.. the top It
percent according to production
volume), dearly are substances with
substantial production.

2. Then.jg or maybe substantial
humanexposure to each of the 10
substances. With the exception of 2-
ethoxysthanot. EPA finds there Is
potential for substantial consumer
exposure to these substances from their
widespread presence in consumer
products. Consumer uses of these
solvents include engine starting fluid,
end solvent for paint, lacquer, ink, and
enamel (58 PR 9106—9107. March 4,
1991). EPA has determined that these
substances am present In ito St.
consumer products end has estirriated
that at least 3.7 million consumersate
exposed to each product (56 FR 0107.
March 4, 1991). EP&belleves that it is
reasonable to interpret the term
“substantial human exposure” to mean
widespread human exposwer or in other
words, a large n..mhsr of people. EPA
believes that exposure of 3.7 millIon
people Issubstantial exposure because
where millions ofpeople are exposed to
a substance, It is reasonable that EPA
should have data on the potential
hazards associated with.thesubstance.

EPA also finds there laos may be
substantial o~upational.exposureto— otthesesubstances, The Industrial
usesof these substances Include

etectfon lolvent. chemical synthesis;
Lube oil additive, solvent fot coatings,
adhesives, plastics. PVC cementand Ink
(56 FR 9106—9107. March 4, 199t). The
NOES data indicate that at least 172,000~
workers may be exposed to each of these
substances (56 FR 9107,March 4. 1991).
EPA believes that exposure to 172,000
workers is substantial exposure. As a
general matter EPA has found that
workers tend to be subjectto routine or
episodic exposure over a long period of
time. Thus, tobe considered substäntlml,
exposure doe. not have to ben
widespread forworkersas S
consumers or the geneS populalion.
EPA believes that exposure of 172,000
workers Is widespread enough to
necessitate testing to determine the
potential hazards of the substancet

EPA finds that exposur, ofover
100,000 workers and 3.7 millIon
consumers is “substantial” as that term
is used in TSCA section 4(aXI)W)(IXII).
Furthermore, these substances have a
propensity to penetrate the skin, and
have high volatility, which facilitates
inhalation. Available data on skin
absorption and thevapor pressuresof
these substances support this
conclusion.

3. Four of thesubstances enterormay.
reasonably be anticipated to enter the
environmentin substantialquantities.
Four of the substances (acetone. 1-
butanol, 2-ethoxyethanol. and methyl:
isobutyl Stone) are listed on EPA’s.
Toxics Release Inventory and have been
reported to be released to the
environment In quantities exceedlng.1
million poundsper year. EPA believes
that the term “substanth” used In.
connection with environmental releases.
means laip release and Is intended to
zpwa substances with extensive
release to the environment EPA finds
thatimilionpoundsofreteasrtothe
envIronment Is a sufficiently laz~e.
amount of release that EPA should
sequin testingeven In the absence of
any hazard information. Moreover. lbs
Tm shows that only 31 percent ofthe.
listed substances have releases overt.
million pounds. butLrount for over 99
percent of the total reported releases on
the Tm by volume released. EPA
believes that It Is reasonable-to conclude
that this sinaligroup of substances EL...
less than 37 percent), which accounts
for over 99 percent of all ~
clearly are substances withsuS~”~~1
releases. EPA therefor, finds that the
releases of thea four substances are
“substantial”u that term Is used In
1’SCA section 4(IEIKB%t)ft).-

4.Activities invoMngsax of the-
substances maypresent an -
unreasonableaskofin~u~cIn addition -

to the findings made under section

s(sWfl(BXl! fat’ all thesub~ectchemicals.
EPA also finds under section
4(a)(lflA)f I) that the neurotoxicity
studlndlscusssd In theproposed rule
and UnIt 11 of this preamble for acetone,
1-butanol. diethyl ether, 2-
ethoxyethanol, ethyl acetate, and methyl
isobutyl ketone, and the worker and/or
consumer exposure to these substances
indicate that the manufacturing.
processing,te, and thsposat of these
substances may present an unreasonable
risk of-injury to human health. The
finding that acetone may present a risk
Isbased on thehuman study which
showed a deaease In auditory tone
discrimination after a 4—hour exposure
to 250 ppm acetone (Ret 5cJ and the
dose-related functional decrements
observed In rats and mice alter exposure
to 1.000 to 56,000 ppm acetone (Refs. 43
and Se), The finding that 1-butanol may
present ask is based on its observed
impairment of motor control In rats
(Refs. 52 and 53) and motor
perkrmancelnnict(Refa~34 and44).
The fimling that diethyl ether may
present a Skis based on its
Interference with the acquisition ot an
avoidance response In mice (Ri!. 13g).
The flndjng that 2.ethoxyethanolmay
present arrisk Is based oaths alteration
of motor.pecformanca and avoidance
conditioning In the offspring of rats
exposed to 100 and 200 ppm (Refs. 38
and 39). The finding that ethyl acetate
maypresent a risk is based on th. doss-
related decrease In a schedule-
controlled rapons. In mice after
exposure to 300 to 3,000 ppm (Ret Se),
Also. intravenous Injection of ethyl
acetate depressed the vestibulo-ocular
reflex In rats (Ret 54). The finding that.
methyl isobutyl ketone may present a
risk Is based.on thehindlimb p~ralyMs
seen In rats and mice exposed to 3,000
ppm (Ret 45). The specific affects
observed In these studies indicate that
each of thee. substances presents a
potential tocause neurotoxic effects.

5, Insufficient data and experience.
Under section 4(a)(1)(Aflhi) and (B)(iIJ,
EPA finds that there are Insufficient
data and experience to reasonably
determIne or predict the potential
neurotoxic effects from acuta and
eubcbsonlc exposures from
manufacturing, processing. use, and
dIsposal of these substances.

EPA believes that theguidelines
found at 400”R part 793 represent
state-of-the’ert methodology and form
thebath far a valid and scientifically
acceptable test standard for evaluating
theneuxotoxidty of thea. aubstancae.
Th,available studies. including some
suSitted Is EPA during thepublic
coamasperiod. do not adequately
assess the neurotoxic effacts of the

;~) 1
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substances subject tq this rule(see Rats.
30,31,60,73and 74 for a detailed
discussion of EPA’s assessment). EPA
has summarized its reasons for its
finding for data insufficiency in the
following Table 1:

TA&.E 1.— DATA INSUFPCIENCV FIND-
INGS UNDER - TSCA 4(A)(1)(A)OI)
AND (B)(Il)

Data IieA$-— s.f-
ncn

a

h ..

d,Km
I,m ..

tn
p
djU
h,r,y,z,aa
h,m,q
O,LI -

tIc ......

1,1 ....

tb,d,n.u ....

b
m,a,t
d,t
d,t
m*g9
dAn,o

b.fl,O
tn

n
m.d
d,n ..

td,s
I.

a.dan,t,bb

tdjn.tbb
tn’bO~...~

bb.oc,dd
hAo

h,r,yj.ss

aatbb

aJ.X.

Ma

Name Data Irwutfi-
ciency

Ret-
~icn

a,m,tbb 13
2ethoxyee~enoI c,e,tJ 38

(110-80-s
.. c,e,tJ — 39

h,n,r,z,aa ., Sa
to .. ....

.. .,.. Sc
- 84

.. h,n.............~ 64
aUt~4ace~s a.b,d,n .. 5,

(141—78—8).
.. I’..—. OC

lsobut’,IScthd n....,, ....... Of
(78-83-1).

msth~4lobta~l
ketaie (106-

f
.

45

10-1). -

.,. ee..............,..... Ta -

— th,ma*.tf..~ Th •

,. tm.r.ta.aa ...... ic
,. a,njf id
.. b,ln,t ........ is
,. cit if
,.... a................ iN
....... hja.._._ it
...... b,m,n,s,w,X -. 7)
- bJ~t...... S. •

.————-. V —..—.——....

._ m,q,t ....._. ec
te*S*oP.nn n.... a

(tOO 00 0).
,———. n.,...—.——........— Th •

—,———. n....’—.——.——.——
..... f,n ..... 2d

a. Only one sex was tested.
1,. Mtmst. wars exposed to m~ethan one

chemlal.
c. Dose-response not clearly established.
ii, Insufficient duration of expera act a

subchsonlc test
a. Provided data on etscta to offsprIng

I This is primarily a developmental— test
g.No study addreaslng natirotoxlcity was

K Description ofmethods Insufficient to
allow evaluation of teat.

I. Inconclusive results.
J. No etatistlal teatnient ofresults -

did, ~ not posslbMgI.eo available

k. Relevance of resuin kn,n. bI’A

L Significance of results Is unknown.
m. Small ausiber of .nlniskisubjects.
n. Insufficient number of neurotoxicity

endpoints evaluated,

a. Description of rasults insufficient to
allow evaluation of teat

p. Longer freatment durations should have
been explored.

q. Sex of study animals oat reported.
r. In situ perfusion not done.
S. Fnapproprtate route of administration

used.
t. Only one dose level.
u. Short exposure period.
v. An in-vita study.
w. Effects of treatment at end of study cot

determined.
x. Study oft structurally similar but less

toxic chemical (Rats. 50 at 77 and 37).
y. Animals were not stored In preseivative

at 4’ C S 8—12 hours prior to removal of the
cranIum and vertebral column.
t Tissue sampling was Inadequate.
am. No special stains were used.
tab. Not a test of schedule-controlled

operant behaytor.
on. Number of test animals act specified.
dii. C.oncasatmtion/dose of test aibstince

nctspscifleS -

ee. Test anImal was not a mammaL
t test not comparable to functional

observational batterj.
~. Exposure lent. and durations were

Inconsistent across sublects.

6.Necessity of testing, Under section
41a)(IXARIiI) and (B)(iii), EPA finds that
testing each apt these substances Ii
necessary to develop such data for
netirotoxicity. EPA believes the data
re.au]tlng from the required testing will
be relevant to a determination as to
whether acute or subchz-onic exposure
to these substances during
manufecturing,. processing. use, and
disposal does or does not present an
unreesonabre risk of In$ury to human
heelth.
B. TestStandards

Given the section 4(eXl)(B) findings
for the 10 substances, EPA huthe
authority to require other health effects
testing for which there Is an
Insufficiency of data and for which
testIng Is necessary. Kowevm~as a
tatter of policy, EPA Is requiringonly
neurotoxlcity testing for the substances
Included In this final rule at this time
to focus oa the deficiency In
neurotoxiclty date. EPA may. In the
future, find other data deficiencies for
these substances and propose other
tests.

The following Tablea lists th. teats to
be conducted on each substance.

TAaE 2.— TEsT pnflhl~p$~ff5.

ea.e (a-os-;) ~ obes~onMtflasy ens
- — —, ante wd ahdwut

tIn~etcIoqy,saSth,..ac

R3 ~

TABLE 1.— DATA INSUFFICIENCY FIND-
INGS UNDER ISCA 4(A)(1)(A)OI)
AND (B)(u)—Continued
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- TABLE 2.— TEST RECUIREMENTS—Conttnued -
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EPA Is requiring that tbeabo,e.
referenced neurotoidclty tail gwds&ae.
In Table 2. and mndifi~,Mtanto ISis
guidelines noted In thismisergrated
inth.future. betete*standardski
testing those pihMai~The ‘Slng
must also be aiodwsed In sa~ordana
withEPA’s TSCAGood LabmnSy
Practice Staudeeds (Gil.) In 40 CFR
part 792.

The testing shall be performed In rats
with Inhalation as tS routeof
administration. The dutathm ol’
exposure for acute testing will be 6
hours per day fort day: duration of
exposure for subchronlc teet1n~will be
Shows per day tr5 days per week for
13 weeks (90 days).
C TieS 5n1~tta&’.~ -

With the exceptiS of n-amy I acetate,
EPA I. reqeiring that the purity of the
test substances be at least 99 percent or

- greeter. In tease of n-amy! ac~e~the
testsponsorwlllberuqulred In select

• and test a technical grad. cnntainlnga
representative percent of n-emyl acetate.
The teat sponsor will Indicate the.
percent eta-amy! atata Is the Mat
substance InS teal patioS. EPA
believes th.t thepercent puritles listed
in the following tables see readily
available,
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EPA has spedfled relatively pure
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attributable to the substances
themselves. This requirement lessens
the likelihood 1St any effects seen ire -

deetolspwftiee or additives. In tire
~ ef n-amy! ~tte, EPA has
specIfied 121st S~cy.0..~tafivetechnial
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grade be tested becaus. that is the
substance whickis produced and to
which there is exposure.
D. PersonsRequiredto Test

Becauseof the findings in Unit ULA
alibis preamble. EPA Is requiring that
persons who manufacture (including
import) and/or process, or who intend
to manufacture andlor process one or
more of the named test substances, other
than as an impurity, at any time from
the effective date of the final test rule to
the end of the reimbursement periodbe
subject to the testing requirements In
this rule. This period Is defined In 40
CFR 791.3(11).Byproduct manufacturers
and importers of one ormore of these
substances will be considered
manufacturer, under this rule. As
explained In 40 (JR part 790, initially,
manufacturers, but not processors of one
or more of these substances, will be
required to submit letters of intent or
exemption applications. Pursuant to an
amendment to part 790, entaIl quantity
research and development
manufacturers are not required to

- submit letters of in tint or exemption
applications InitIally (40 (JR 790.42 to
790.48). Such manufacturers should
consult the Federal RagMar of May?,
1990 (55 FR 16581) for further details.

EPA Is not requiringthe submission
of equivalence data as a condition for
exemption from the testing
requirements for these substances. WIth
the exception of n-asnyl acetate, EPA Is
Interested In evaluating the effects
attributable to the substances
themselves and has specified relatively
pure substances for testing.
I. ReportingRequirements

As required In 40 (JR 799.10, all data
developed underthe final rule must be
developed, reported and retained In
accordance with the TSCA CX). which
appear In 40 (JR óart 702.

As required by TSCA section
4(bfll)(C). EPA Is requiringspecific
reports for each ofthe tests as follows.
Final reports of acute testing under 40
CFR 798.0050 and 796.6200 wilIbe due
9 months from the effective date of the
final rule; Interim pwgress reports will
be due 6 months from the effective date
of the final rule.

Final reports for subchrcnlc testing
under 40 ~R 796.6050, 796.6200, and
796.6400 wIll be due 21 months from
the effective date of the final rule:
Interim progress reports will be due at
S-Sonth Intervals beginnIngS months
from the eSctive date of the final nile.

For subtonic testing under 40 (JR
798.6500, final reports (or acetone, 1-.
butanol. and ethyl acetate will be due 24
months bum the effective dat. of lb.

final rule, final reports for methyl
isobutyl ketone. 2-ethoxyethanol. and
diethyl ether will be due 30 months
from the effective date of the final nile,
and final reports for n-butyl acetate.
isobutyl alcohol, tetrahydroftiran. and n~
amyl acetate will be due 36 months
from the Offective date of the final rule.
Interim progress reports will be due at
6—month Intervals begInningS months
front the effective date of the final rule.

According toa recent EPA report
entitled ‘EPA Census of the
Todcoiogical Testing lndustiy.”
laboratory availability for neurotScity
testing should be adequate to
accommodate the testing required in
this rule (ReL 48). If test sponsors can
document that the neurotoxicity testing
required in this rule needs to be
staggered due to insufficient laboratory
availability and that reporting deadlines
cannot be met, they must request an
extension of the deadline by submitting
a written request. lithe testing must be
staggered. EPA anticipates that It will
first grant requests for those substances -

which lack a 4(a)(IIIA) finding and have
the lowest production as reported In the
proposed rule (56 PR 9107—9108, March
4. 1991).
- TWA section 14(b) governs EPA
disclosure of all test data submitted
pursuant to section 4 of TSCA. Upon
receipt of data required by this rule,
EPA will publish a notice of receipt Is
the Federal Register as required by
sectIon 4(d).

Persons who export a chemical
substanc. or mixture subject to a section
4 test rule are subject to the export
reporting requirements of TWA section
12(b). FInal regulations Interpreting the
requirements of section 12(b) are In 40
(YR part 707. Ia brief. as of the e~ctlve
date ofthis test rule, an exporter of any
of the substances listed. In this nile must
report to EPA upon the first annual
export of the compound to any one
country. EPA will notify the forei~i
country about the test rule for the
substance.
F. EnforcementProvisions

EPA considers Slurs to comply with
any aspect of a section 4 nile to bet
violation of section 15 of TWA. Section
15 of TSCA makes It unlaw*al for any
perso~tofail or refuse to comply with
any rule or order Issued under section
4. SectIon 15(3)ofTSCAmakeslt
unlawful for any person to fell or rsfliae
to (1) establish or maintain records. (3)
submit reports. notices, or other
Information, or (3) permit access tow
copyln$ of ~ required by TWA or
any regulation or rule Issued under

Additionally. TSCA section 15(4)
makes it unlawful for any person to fail
or refuse to permit entry or inspection
as required by section Li. Section 11
applies to any “establishment, facility,
or premises in which chemical
substance. ormixtures are
manufactured, processed, storet or
held before or after their distrlbuuon In
commerce ..“ EPA considers a testing
facility to be a place wher, the
substance is held or stored.-and
therefore. sub4ect to inspection.
Laboratory Inspectlonsand data audits.
will be conducted periodically in
accordance with the authority and
procedures outlined In TSCA sectIon 11
by duly desiprated representatives of
the EPA for the purpose of detennining
compliance with this final teat rule.
These inspections may be conducted for
purposes which include verification
that testing has begun. that schedules
are beIng met, that reports accurately
reflect the imderlylng raw data. -

interpretations and evaluations, and to
determine compliance with. TWA GIP
Standards and the test standards
established In the rule. -

EPA’S authority to Inspect a teating
facility also derives from section 41bX1)
of TWA, whkh directs EPA to
promulgat. standards for the
development of test data. These
standards are defined In section 3(1Z)(B}
of TSCA to include those requirements
necessary to assure that data developed
under testing nile. are reliable and
adequate, and such other requirements
nate necessaryto provide such
assurance. EPA maintains that
laboratory Inspections are necessary to
provide this assurance.

Violators of TWA ass subject to
thmlna!and civil liability. Persons who
submit materially misleading or false.
Information In connection with the
requirement of any provision of this rule,
may be sabjec$to penaltie,which ~y
be calculated as If they never lubmitted
their data. Under the penalty provision
of sectIon 16 of TWA, any person who
violates section 13.could be subject to
a civil penalty of up 1o125000 for each
violation witleech day of operation In
violation constituting a separate
violation. Thisprovision would be
applicable primarily to manufacturers or
processors that fail to submit a letter of
Intent or an exemption request and that
continue manufacturing or processing
afleithe deadlines forsuch -

Thisprovision ~rld also apply to
processors that fail to submit a letter of
Intent oran exemption application and

- continue oroceeslng after EPA has
notified them eithEr oblIgation to

,1
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submit uith dona.S (see 40 (YR
790.48(b)). - -

Ksowlaga willful violations could
lead to the Imposition of atminal -

penalties of up to P’.M0 lot seth day.
of violation, linpriecoinent S up to i
year, or both. In determining the amount
of penalty. EPA will take Into account
the seriousness of the violation and the
degree ofculpebilityofth.vlolatoras
well nail theother &Sors listed In
TSCA section it Other remedise are
available toEPA uudersection 1? of
TSCA, suthaseekingS~undio to
reetraIn violations of TWA section 4.

Individualsawells cap.. .tions
couldbe subject to a&n~.at actions.
Sections 15 ad 1&a(TsCAeppiyte-
“any pewa’ who violetse varIous
provisions ofTSCA. WA may. at Its
dleaetla proceed .0ainth Individuals
as well asconipemee. hr particular, this
includes Individuals who report false
informsdana whecsiaae Ittebe
reported. In addition, thes~iSon of
false. Sctitions,or fraudulent statements.
is a violation tmder IS USC. iOOt.
IV. Economic Analysis

To the pcte.t1aI cosxais - -

Impessof this Se. WA has prepared en
economic analysis (Ref. 87) that
evehates thepotential S slgzdflcsnt
economic impacts ofthistasting on test

sponsoit The economicanalysis
estimates the ~ts ofcondnfling ~
required tasting for each of the 10
subssaa~,Including both laboratory
and administrative costs. and evaluates
the potential S significant adverse
economic imp~sas a result of those
cods, using a comparison between a
substance’sannualized test costs and its
annual revena
fl~~jpfli total costs of testIng fog

each of the substances are $494368 to
$875,100, including$395,350 to
$700,080 In laboratory costs and
$98.t3ato$175.OZOln-admlnlstxitIVe -

costs. This is based on the cost rmrp S
each test given In the followingTablet

TAStE4.—Cr RANGE OFTSCA
NEuRoloxJcnvTESTS - -

Test Cost -

R..Sa ocessnSW~

~
S& 40 ~R

798.5060.
Moa M84y.

40 ~FR798.6200.
as.Ji...a.~- ~

790200.

StLdveS~ 40 tSR

Test Coslw)

&heOfl~ —
t
S4tth,ut, 40 CFR

790.5500.
168,138-

292.250

Actual test costs per substance should
be lowersince EPA assumed that each
test would be done independently of
one another. How.ver. the sponsors
might choose to combine thesubchronic
tests foe a given substance which would
conserve both animals and resources.

To evaluate potential economic
Impacts of th, requIred testing, test
coats are annuslisad and compared with
annual revenues. The annualized test
costs, using & 7 percent cost of capilal
overt period of 15 years. are $54259 to
$96,081 S each of the 10 substances.

Dividingt~eannualized c~tsby
the appropriate production volumes
listed forseth substance in Table 3 of
theproposed rule (58 FR 9105, March
4,lOflj,and than dividingthee. -

amousaby the appropriate price pa’
poundS thefollowing Tables, the
per~price lnaease per pound due to
tesdngweeeithaated. -

TAStE 5.—ECONOSiUCASLYStS

- a_mi CM No.
.

~5#
Pont (0

Pfl* OWOtS PItS S~’ -

~oSP~

acetas ...... , ~

~‘~W—r——~~dstS e — ..........—.——.—.—

l-b.md ...._..._..—..— .....,...........

fl.butØ &—‘— .. ~

Ss44ste ..._..

2-a&..,ist..4 ~

,~

,

:

~

67-44-1
62543—7

n—as—atfl-IS-4
00-204

. flQ~44-

- -

- ~

~“

0.310

- 0.600
oieo
0.430
0.515
0.760- -

‘

0.0071-0.0126
COt

o.oon-o.o13
0.0645-0.1147
0.1918-0.3092
0.0694-0.1062 -

eth4--’-~-- ~ - — : 141-75.4 .. 0.410 . 0,06140.0911.
I5~IAVI.k..&4 —. 7*43—I

Iou-404
ton 00 p

0.3800.450
t.no

0.0a53-0.1MS
- 0.0536-0.0048

- o.~s-o.osiI
metØ SJ.Ma has - .~.

tsbaryflair — - .....
.

Tables abows~r the It
substances. talt tat ~S as
substantially Ion than Ipa~oI
price. For these II r’. it
appears that thsthm*oflSgwW
have little signifirt ad..... economic
l_ -

EPA has established sr..ad SiWet
mta king (docketsaber OWfl~--
4213~).In addMkm, C
therulebasaaspasaoSstr’t: -

Thisrecord contains thebasic

- Lnfosaatlcn considered by EPA in
dsveleplng this final rule and
&ppr~ristsFederal Register notices.

A public ton of the record. from
wSth all Confidential Business
Information (CI) has been deleted, is
avalithk S Inspection in the TWA
Public UrcSt OMce. Room C-CO4, NE
Mall, 401 MS.. SW.. Washington. DC
20460. fr,mba,m. to 12noon. and I
p.m. IS 4 p.m.. Monday through Friday.
--~7a——

The.i&~dIncludes the following

Tae 4.—COSTRAsGE ~ TSCA
NEU~1OXIOflTESTS—Continued

a’ --

162.35*

1*629-
- 200j25

- - V. Availability Stat Facilitiesad
Persopasi

______ EPA baa determined that test facilities
and personnel era evlia}t-te perform

___ the tatting specified Is this final nil.
(Rafs 48 and 49). EPA elsoanticipatas
that laboratory ~çCy will San to

For a complete discasslonof tea cod - - ,ntao.wIats the ~a.aA catted by.
and potential S economic - future n.Ian..kh.& -

impact resulting from these costs. it
to theeconomic analysis which is VL t.I.is..IrI.gtndt.. - -. -

contaJaedlnth.public—.—.i Sthls - ____

nilaaWng.-

-1 -.-:~~
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A. Supportingtocumentation
• (1) Federal Register notices pertaining
to this rule consisting ot
• (a) Nodes of final rule on a’A’s TSCA
Good Laboratory Practics Standards (54
FR 34034,August 17, 1989),

(‘b) Notice offinal nile on data
rtmbursement policy and procedures
(48 FR31786, July 11. 1983).

(ci Notice of proposed multi-
substance rule for the testing of
neurotrndcity (56 FR 9105, March4.
1991).

(d) Notice of TWA section
4(aKl)(B)(i) statement of policy (58 FR
28738, May 14, 1993).

(a) Notice of proposed test rule for
chloromethana (45 FR48524.July 18.
1980).
- (I) Notice of proposed OSHA health
standard foe 2-ethoxysthanol (58 FR
15528, March23. 1993).

(2) TWA test guidelines cited as test
standards for this rule.

(3) Communications consisting oh
(a) Contact reports of telephone

- conversations.
(b) Meeting summarfas.
(4) Support documents consisting oh
(a) Economic impact analysis for the

substances contained in this final nil..
(5) Reports - published and

unpublished factual materials induding
‘Evaluation of TSCA guidelines hr

neurotmdclty testing.” (AprIl 14, 1987).
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VU. Other Regulatory Requiremenls

A. Rxecul*’e (�rler12291
Under Executive Order 12291. EPA

must judge whether a rule is “major”
and therefore subject to the requirement
of a Regulatory Impact Analysis. EPA
has determined that this test rule is not
major because it does not meet any of
the criteria set forth in section 1(b) of
the Order. Li.. it will not have an
annueleffecton the economy of at least
$100 million, will nat cause a major
inaees. In prices, and will not haves
significant adverse effect on compeUtion
or the ability ofUS. enterprises to
compete with foreign enterprises.

This rul. was submitted to the Office
of Management and Budget (0MB) for
review as required by Executive Order
i2291:Any written comments from
OMBto EPA. and any EPA response to
thos. comments. are included in the
ruleenaking record.

B.Regulatory FlexibilityAct
Under theRegulatory Flexibility Act,

5 u.S.ceat..seq.. EPA Is cnfying
thslth*teat nil, wilt net haves
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significant Impact one substantial
numberof smell businesses becattse: (fl
They are not likely to perform testing
themselves, or to participate In the
organization of the testing effort; (2)
they Will experience only very minor
costs, if any, in securing exemption
from testing reqiñrements: end (3) they
are unlikely to be affected by
reimbursement requirements.
C. Paperwork Reduction Act

0MB has approved the Information
collection requirements contained in
this final rule under theprovislona of
thePaperwork Reduction Act of 1980,
44 u.s.c3501etseq.,and has assigned
0MB control number 2070-0033,

Public reporting burden for this
collection of information is estimated to
range from 499 to 6.984 hours per

- response (average-of 2.400 hours per
response). The estimates include time
for revIewing instructions, searching
existing data sources, gathering end
maintaining the data needed, and
completing and reviewing the collection
of Information.

Send comments regarding the burden
estimate or any other aspect of this
collection of Information. Including
suggestions for reducing this burden, to
Chief. information Policy Stanch. PM—
223, U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency. 401 hi St. SW.. Washington,
DC20460; end to the Office of
Management end Budget, Paperwork
ReductIon Project (2070-0033).
Washington, DC 20503.

List of Subjects In 4001 Part 799
Chemicals, Chemical export,

Environmentel protection, Good

laboratory prectha Hazardous
substances, Laboratories, Reporting and
recordkeeplng requirements. Testing.

Dated: July 12, 1993.

VktorJ. Kin,
ActingMsistantAdministrutorfor
Prevention. Pesticides and Toxic Substances.

Therefore, 40 CPR, chapter!.
subchapter R. part 799 is amended as
foflowt -

PART 799—fAMENDEDJ

1. The authority citation (or Part 799
continues to read as followc

Autherlty 15 U.S.C 2603. 2611, end 2625.

2. 3y adding § 799.5050 to subpart D
to midas follows:
4 799.5050 Meld-teat riqufremesits S— chemical ssjbatena

(a) GeneS testing provisions—411
Identification o~testsubstance. Table I
In paragraph (al(s) of this section
identifies those chemical substances
that shall be tested in aizordeesce with
this section. The purity of each test
substance shall be 99 percent or greater.
unless otherwise specified in Table I.

(21 Persons required to subsnitstudy
plans, conducttests, and submitdata -

AU persons who manufectw* (Including
lmportlorprocenorlntendto - -

manufacture or process. Including
persons who manufacture or process or
intend to man ufactur. or process one or
moreof the substances listed In Table 1
In paragraph (a)(5} of this s~onasa
byproduct, orwho Import or Intend to
Sport products which contain one or
more of lbs substances listed InTablel
in paragraph (a)(5~of this section after

the effective date specified in Table 1
under parsgrapl~(aX5I of this section to
the end of the reimbursement period,
shell submit letters of Intent to conducf
testing, submit study plans, conduct
tests and submit data, or submit
exemption applications, as specified In
this section, subpart A of this part, and
parts 790 end 792 of this chepter for
single~pheserulemaking. Persons who
manufacture, import, or process one or
more of the substances listed in Table 1
In paragraph (afl5) of this section only
as an Impurity are not subject to thee.
requirements.

(31 Applicability of test guidelines.
The guidelines and other test methods
cited In Table 1 under paragraph (a)(s)
of this section are referenced here as
theyexist on the effective -date listed In
Table 1 for that specific test.

(4) Reporting requirements. A],! testing
requirements in this section are subject
to thesubmission of Interim progress
reports every 6 months beginning 6
months after the effective date lot that
specific test listed In Table I under
paragraph (el(s) of this section. The date
for th.aubsniulon of final reports Is
specified as the numberof monthsafter
the eflèctive date for the epecific test
listed In TabS 1 under paragraph (s)(5)
of this section,

(5) Designation of specific chemical
suSn.wn and applicable testing
requiremens, Th. substances identified
by name end CM number in Tablet of
this paragraph shall be tested In
accordance with thedesignated testing
requirements and any additional
requirements and limitations specified
In the followingTable I:
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(b) Additional testing requirements. En
addition to the testfng requirements -

specified in Table I under paragraph
(a)(5) of this section, the following
additional requirements also apply
whenspecified for a particular chemical
substance in the “(b) Additional testing
requirements” column of Table 1:

(1) Testspeciesand strtvns. If a
species other than the one specified is
used, the test sponsora shall provide
justlficationIreasoning to the Agency for
their selection. Commonly used
laboratory strains shall be employed.
Commonly used species include the
mouse, rabbit and hamster. The test
speciesshall be the:

(U Rat.
(Ii) IReservedi
(2) Age. [Reserved]
(3) Sat (I) Approximately equal

numbers of male and female animals are

required far each dose level and control
group. As an alternative, one sex may be
tested, .1 10 animals per dose and
control are used.

(ii) fReserved)
(43 Nunthers per dose group.

[Reserved!
(5) Control groups. [Reserved)
(6) Duration and frequency of

exposure. (I) Animals shall be exposed
fore hoizs per day for 1 day.

(ii) Animals shall be exposed fore
hours per day. 5 days per week for $ 90—
day period.

(iii)—(v) (Reservedi
(vi) A multiple fixed-interval find-

ratio schedule shall be used. Flxed.ratio
and fixed-Interval contingencies shall
alternate throughout daily test sessions
of at least 60 minutes duration.

(7) Dose levels and dose selection.
(Reservedi - -

(8) Testjulietonce and
administration. [Reserved)

2) Route of exposure. (LI Animals shall
be exposed via the inhalation rciute.

(ii) [Reserved)
(10) Percent purity. (i) A technical

grade of n-amy! acetate shall be the test
substance. The percent n.emyl acetate
in the test substance shall be
represaitative of the technical grades
and shall be selected by the test
sponsor.The test sponsor shall speci~
the percent n-amyl acetate in the test
substance in the test protocol.

(ii) (Reserved!
(ii) Observation period. [Reservedi
(12) Test Procedures. (Reserved)
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